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The Greeks in Egypt:
Ethnicity and Class
by ALEXANDROS KITROEFF

Introduction

There have been, since the 1950s, a growing number of studies which
use ethnicity as a conceptual category in the analysis of modern societies.
The strongest impetus to this trend came from the realization that the
United States was not living up to its role as a "melting pot." Sociologists
studying ethnic relations moved "beyond the melting pot" and argued
that ethnicity should be considered "as the new major focus for the
mobilization of interests," and that this would be "troublesome both to
those who wish to emphasize the primacy of nation and to those who
wish to emphasize the primacy of lass." 1 It has also been stated that the
rise in ethnic identification is a factor associated with a reduction in dass
identification'
Together with other minorities in the United States, the Greek community in this country has been the subject of many studies which have
utilized the concept of ethnicity. While this concept has been applied
primarily to the post-World War II community in the United States,
This article follows closely the text of a talk under the same title given at the
the Seminar on the Modern Greek State, City University of New York, in April
1983. It is based on my present research on the history of the Greeks in Egypt;
thanks are gratefully extended to the Onassis Scholarship Foundation for financial
assistance toward this research. Not wishing to overburden the text with footnotes,
I have not included any which refer to the economic and political history of Egypt
or the available secondary sources on the Greeks in Egypt. The basic works used
in this respect are the following: J.Y. Brinton, The Mixed Courts of Egypt, Yale
University Press, New Haven, 1968; M. Deeb, Party Politics in Egypt:. The Wafd
and its Rivals, 1919-1939, Ithaca, London, 1979; R. Mabro, The Egyptian Economy
1952-1972; R. Owen, The Middle East in the World. Economy, 1800-1914,
Methuen, London, 1981; R.L. Tignor, Modernization and British Colonial Rule in
Egypt, 1882-1914; and A. Politis, '0 'EXA/v cap.OG xtzt II. vecircapl AlTumog, 2
vols., Alexandria, 1929 and 1930.
N. Glazer and D.P. Moynihan eds., Ethnicity Theory and . Experience, Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1975, p. 18.
'D. Bell, "Ethnicity. and Social Change" in N. Glazer and D.P. Moynihan,
Ibid., p. 157.
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there seems no reason not to apply it to other Greek communities abroad.
This article attempts to do this with reference to the. Greek community in Egypt which, throughout the first half of the twentieth century,
was the second most important Greek community abroad after that of
the United States. It should be made clear that studies of Greek communities in the Middle East or Africa in terms of ethnicity do not yet
exist, nor have there been any similar studies, done in a systematic way,
on. Greek communities in Europe.. It should also be said that this attempt
to look at the Greeks in Egypt in terms of ethnicity is based not on a
sociological approach but a historical one which focuses on the community's political, economic, and cultural life. The conclusions should
be considered as being based on work in progress—a condition ideally
suited for constructive (and destructive?) criticism.
There has been an apparent unanimity among observers of minorities
in the United States that their most obvious characteristics are associated
with an ethnic rather than any other identity. Similarly, in studies on the
Middle East during the past two centuries, the view has been put forward
by many that the area is inhabited by a kaleidoscope of nationalities;
therefore, any meaningful analysis of phenomena such as Arab nationalism or class struggle becomes irrelevants An examination of the history
of the Greek community in Egypt during the first half of this century
yields enough evidence to suggest that class had an important role to play
alongside ethnic identity. It will be shown further that, in some instances,
class was more relevant than ethnicity. Indeed, to anticipate the final
conclusions, one should be prepared to use either concept according to
one's particular interest in the life of the community. To put it very simply, the Greeks in Egypt went about their affairs using either class or
ethnic connections according to what suited them best.
For reasons which are hard to explain, scholars have found it extraordinarily difficult to account for this symbiosis in analytical terms. Subsequently, ethnicity and class have been considered, as I have already
mentioned, as mutually exclusive phenomena, but this need not be the
case in accordance with the following analytical framework: ethnicity is
a category derived from the attribution of social significance to separate
cultural patterns of collectivities of people within the framework of a
larger population. Ethnicity is therefore a cultural determination, just as
race is a determination which derives from physical differences. Class, on
the other hand, in any social formation, is derived from and determined
by the existing mode of production and refers to the relations of each
social group to the means of production. In fact, it designates a structural
relationship which is indeperplent of the consciousness of individuals in
the social formation, whereas an ethnic category is the product of the
consciousness of each group.'
,

'B.S. Turner, Marx and the. End of Orientalism, George Allen and Unwin,
London, 1978, pp. 39-41.
4 R. Miles, "Class, Race and Ethnicity: A Critique of Cox's Theory" in Ethnic
and Racial Studies, Vol. 3, No. 2, April 1980.
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These two assertions rest on two important presuppositions connected
with the definitions of ethnicity and class in the present context: the first
is that ethnicity is not a primordial attribute but one that comes from
and is perpetuated by a particular process of socialization, the agents of
which are, among others, the family, and various ethnic and communal
organizations; the second presupposition is that the concept of class can
be used in two ways: in one, where class is rooted in the economic structure of society and is termed "dass determination" and, in the other,
where it is referred to as "class position" and is not derived from economic determinants but from the influences of the political and ideological
superstructure." For example, the social group which is commonly
thought of as the labor aristocracy is, in terms of dass determination, a
part of the working class, since it does not own the means of production,
but in terms of class position, it behaves much more like the bourgeoisie
than the other sections of the working dass. 5
By elaborating further on these two presuppositions, it should become
clear how ethnicity and class can interact. The debate continues on
whether ethnicity is a primordial, innate, and instinctive predisposition or
whether it should be considered as a rational "group response" to social
pressures and a basis for social action. It is significant that those rejecting
the primordial view are scholars who follow a historical or an anthropological approach .° Others, concentrating on power and symbolism, also
agree that ethnicity is relative to time and space. They stress that, even
if the old continuities of customs are still present, their symbolic functions
have changed and have been modernized according to the new circumstances.' Max Weber's comments on the relationship of ethnic solidarity,
nation, and caste structure indicate his belief in the importance of socializing factors in the determination of ethnic sentiments The theoretical ramifications of this debate, though, do not concern
us here in a direct way. The existing empirical evidence about Greek
communities abroad—although the existing historiography is still poor—
strongly suggests that Greek ethnicity abroad has been a variable depending on the pull of assimilatory processes and the push of the reproduction
of ethnic values. The significance of analytical terms such as first, second,
and third generation immigrants also questions the primordial thesis.
However, it does not necessarily follow that ethnicity should be
considered to be "a rational group response." It is necessary to draw the
distinction between ethnic identity and ethnic allegiance. Ethnic identity
(or ethnic salience for some) involves mobilizing and selecting putative

.

5N. Poulantwq, Classes in Contemporary Capitalism, Verso, London, 1978, pp.
14-16.
8M.E. Burgess, "The Resurgence of Ethnicity: Myth or Reality ?" in Ethnic and
Racial Studies, Vol. 1, No. 3, July 1978.
1.A. Cohen, Two-Dimensional Man, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1974,
13 . 9 7 .
8 H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills eds., From Max Weber, Routledge and
Kegan Paul, London, 1982 (1948), pp. 173-176.
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cultural traits and using them to typify a social group. Ethnic allegiance
is a process entailing the identification of group members with these
characteristics. One can almost think of identity being a "passive" and
allegiance being an "active" response.
The usefulness of this distinction becomes dear in the examination
of the confrontation between ethnicity and class, where one finds that it
is ethnic allegiance which might cut across dass, but that ethnic identity
remains, as it were, in the background. Also, to use the distinction made
for class earlier on, it is "class position" that ethnic identity can cut
across and not "class determination," which remains constant and determined by the mode of production.
The analytical framework which has been outlined above "allows"
for ethnic categorization to cut across class, and vice versa, and can still
account for the existence of an economically determined class structure
and a potential ethnic identity of various social groups. Bearing this in
mind, we can turn now to the Greeks in Egypt, beginning with an account
of the community's evolution and then examining the interaction of
ethnicity and dass in the community's political, economic, and cultural
life.
The Greek Community in Egypt

Europeans had begun to settle in Egypt from about the middle of
the nineteenth century in large numbers, as the country began to be
absorbed in the world economy through the penetration of foreign
capital. After the failure of an early attempt at industrialization under
its ruler, Muhammad Ali, Egypt's economy remained an agricultural one
geared to the production and exportation of cotton under the control of
European money. The role of the European bankers and merchantsinduding the Greeks—can be described in terms of a "comprador bourgeoisie" or, in this case, a "Levantine bourgeoisie," which was "that
faction whose interests are entirely subordinated to those of foreign capital
and which functions as a kind of staging post and direct intermediary for
the implantation and reproduction of foreign capital in the countries concerned."° This state of affairs in Egypt operated to the country's financial
disadvantage and ended with its occupation by Britain. Indeed, Egypt's
history from 1850 to 1882—a period during which the foreign cornmutfities were burgeoning—has been aptly summarized in the phrase, "from
foreign borrowing to bankruptcy and occupation."
In his drive for industrialization in the early part of the nineteenth
century, Muhammad Ali had created favorable conditions for foreigners
in Egypt. A growing number of Greek merchants moved to Egypt, and
several of them were soon to occupy important positions. Michalis Tossitsas, whose brother was a friend of Muhammad Ali's when the potentate
Poulantzas, The Crisis of the Dictatorships, Verso, London, 1978, p. 42.
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was still a young tobacco merchant in Kavala, his birthplace in northern
Greece, became one of the ruler's closest advisers. Another Greek,
Athanasios Casullis, became the director of the Egyptian mint in Cairo.
The Greek merchants were mostly involved in the exportation of cereals
and cotton. The outbreak of the American. Civil War created a shortage
of cotton in the world market and this gave a boost to exports of
Egyptian cotton which, with its long staple, was a top quality product.
Subsequently, the whole of the Egyptian economy revolved around cotton,
to satisfy the needs and demands of the textile industry in Britain and
elsewhere. The profits of the Greek merchants encouraged large numbers
of their countrymen to emigrate from Greece to Egypt. Meanwhile, the
need to increase cotton production made it necessary for the foreigners
to venture beyond Cairo and Alexandria and other smaller urban centers
in the provinces. The processes of efficient cultivation, pirking, purchasing, ginning, baling, and transporting needed European supervision.
Because of the relatively larger size of the Greek community, it was
mostly Greeks who landed these jobs and made their homes in the
hinterland. In turn, their presence there encouraged the settlement of
Greek shopkeepers and artisans.
The increase in the value of cotton exports is a good indicator of the
profitability of cotton trading. During the cotton boom in the 1860s,
this value increased tenfold over previous years and, in 1910-1913,
forty years later, it had tripled. Greek-owned cotton firms were prominent
during this entire period. In the 1911-1912 season, for instance, 22
percent of total exports were made by Greek firms. This level was more
or less maintained until World War II, but profits were less in the
interwar period because of lower cotton prices on the world market.
Nevertheless, the cotton exporters remained social leaders in the community. They had made enormous profits in past years and several of
them had diversified into transport, banking, and the stock market. Mikes
Salvagos, who was president of the Greek Community from 1919 until
his death in 1948, sat on the boards of thirteen separate joint stock
companies and was chairman of seven of them.
The wealth of these merchants was reflected in their lifestyles. They
lived in luxurious villas lavishly appointed with expensive European
furnishings, entertained frequently, and traveled every year for two or
three months in Europe, dividing their time between Paris, London, and
other capitals and fashionable health resorts in central Europe and France.
They spent a great deal of their money on, community projects and
donated part of their wealth to the Greek state. For instance, George
Averoff (1818-1899), a president of the Greek Community in Alexandria, made a substantial contribution to the University of Athens,
which was used to build the Polytechnion; he financed a large part of
the all-marble stadium in Athens where the first, modern Olympic Games
were held in 1896, and he donated one and a half million drachmas in
gold for the purchase of the historic battle cruiser which was named
after him.
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There was a steady flow of Greek emigrants to Egypt over the years
by people who sought to escape the economic difficulties in their own
country. The voyage to Egypt was a short one and, at the other end, the
emigrants were greeted either by relatives, friends, or fellow-countrymen
who absorbed them in one or another of their many profitable enterprises.
The first reliable census to be taken in Egypt, in 1897, counted 40,000
persons of Greek nationality. Ten years later, this figure had grown to
66,000—an increase of 65 percent. The highest number of Greek nationals in Egypt was recorded in 1927, at 76,000. From then on, there was
a gradual decline, which was greatly accelerated after 1952 with the
advent of Nasser and his nationalist policies. The figures quoted above
do not take into account Greeks residing in Egypt who did not have
Greek nationality, and who are estimated at about one-third of those who
did. So the total number of Greeks in the interwar period, before their
numbers began to fall, was in the vicinity of 100,000.
The wealthy merchants and bankers, who made up from sixty to
seventy families and were looked upon as community leaders, were therefore only a tiny minority compared to the bulk of the Greek population
in Egypt. Indeed, most of these 100,000 Greeks had arrived with little
or no capital and had taken up a great variety of occupations in the retail
trade and service sector throughout the entire country. A Greek consular
report from the town of Zagazig, in the Nile Delta, describing what it
looked like between 1905 and 1908, says it was "almost Greek in aspect"
because "most of the main stores, and especially the groceries, cafes, bars,
tobacconists', pharmacies, etc. were Greek-owned and operated and the
cotton trade, which can be called the soul of Egypt . . . was in Greek
hands."" The diversity of the occupational patterns of the Greeks is
reflected in one of the earliest lists of occupations of Alexandrian Greeks,
which contained 79 doctors, 56 lawyers, 99 import-export merchants, 10
private bankers, 61 manufacturers, 52 restaurant owners, and 208 grocers.'
Egypt's second industrialization drive, in the interwar period, attracted
a number of Greek investors. And as industry began to become more
and more important to the country's economy—although it never caught
up with the cotton sector—the Greek community's "cotton aristocracy"
was joined by the industrialists. The social stratification in Egypt, at least
until 1952, was very much like a pyramid in structure with a broad base
formed by the "fellah," or peasant population and urban workers, a
middle part formed by the petty bourgeoisie, and an apex formed by
landowners and merchants and, after 1930, industrialists. The social
structure of the Europeans, however, including the Greeks, looked more
like a diamond, with a small proportion of urban workers at the base,
a large petty bourgeoisie in the middle, and an apex of wealthy businessmen. This explains why there was no direct class conflict within the
"Greek Sub-Consulate in Zagazig, letter of March 8, 1925, Archives, Greek
Ministry for Foreign Affairs, B/49 1925.
11K. D. Kapralos, 'Eparop may xai cluXoXoyottry fitispol6Teov, Alexandria, 1908.
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European communities: the peasants and workers in Egypt were almost
exclusively Egyptian.
A few words now about the Greek community's political life, the
civil status of the Greeks in Egypt, their relation to politics in Greece,
and their attitude to the political process in their adopted land. In the
nineteenth century, Egypt was a semi-autonomous province of the Ottoman Empire, and the status of the foreign communities in it was regulated
by the Capitulations—a special set of privileges the Ottoman Empire had
been forced to accord to European countries with economic interests in
the eastern Mediterranean. The practical purpose of these privileges was
to allow European merchants a freer hand in their financial dealings in
the area, and so they included immunity from taxation, immunity from
arrest by local authorities, and immunity from the local judicial system.
Foreigners could be tried only by their own consular courts or, later, by
the international Mixed Courts. For the capitulatory powers, as the
countries enjoying these privileges were called, it also meant trade with
Egypt on a "most favored nation" basis.
There were three consequences of the capitulatory regime which were
particularly relevant to the emergence of an ethnic identity among the
Greeks in Egypt. The first was that the community became dependent on
a secular authority in Athens instead of a religious one in Constantinople.
Before the Capitulations, Greek communities in the Ottoman Empire
had been considered as religious minorities under the wing of the
Patriarch in Constantinople. Now, their ethnic identity had superseded
their religious one. The second consequence was that dependence on
Athens made home politics directly relevant to the Greek community
in Egypt. Their involvement in Greek politics until 1909 is poorly
documented, but the passions aroused by the Venizelist-royalist schism
were quite heated. The third consequence of the Capitulations was that
the Greeks became an alien group on the Egyptian political scene,
possessed of considerable privileges but without the means of taking part
in political processes as a pressure group or in any other capacity. Their
rights depended on agreements between Greece and Egypt and on any
pressure Greece could bring to bear on the Egyptian government. In this
respect, a fundamental change took place after 1882, when Britain
occupied Egypt and took control of the country in a way that differed
little from the control over the colonies, in spite of the fact that, technically, Egypt was still part of the Ottoman Empire and did not become
a British Protectorate until 1914. After 1882, the interests of the Greek
community in Egypt depended on whatever influence Greece could wield
over Britain. But Britain dominated the area so completely—it was considered vital for the imperial route to India—that the diplomatic representatives of Greece and the other European countries with communities
in Egypt found there was little they could do to influence British policy
or actions in any effective way. Nevertheless, when Britain ended the
Protectorate in 1922, one of the four reasons given for the continued
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British presence in an "independent" Egypt was the protection of foreign
minorities in the country.
In 1919, following the hardships and deprivations suffered by the
Egyptian population in World War I, an anti-British nationalist movement made its appearance throughout the country. It was able to transform itself into a powerful and organized political force, and Britain
could no longer ignore the insistent demands of Egyptian nationalists.
A gradual relaxation of British control culminated, in 1936, in the
Anglo-Egyptian Treaty, which granted Egypt considerable autonomy. In
1937, the Capitulations were abolished and the Mixed Courts were
allowed to function only until 1949. Although the Egyptian nationalist
movement was aimed primarily at the British, it contained a latent hostility against the European communities, which manifested itself in the
riots of 1919 and 1921, during which European—including Greek—lives
and property were lost.
What actually happened was that the moderate Egyptian governments
of the interwar period, which cooperated with the British, tried to placate
the nationalist opposition and gain public support, not by challenging the
British presence in their country, but by pressing for the abolition of
foreign privileges. The negotiations for the abolition of the Capitulations
were held by the Egyptian government, the British authorities, and the
European consuls. During the talks, the tacit support by the British of
Egyptian demands made the position of the consuls virtually untenable.
The fate of the Capitulations was finally settled in the same way by
which they had been established: an agreement between states, with
no say in the matter by the groups the Capitulations were supposed to
benefit. Thus, the European communities in Egypt watched helplessly as
the long-drawn-out negotiations went on. They had no legal means by
which they could interfere with or influence the talks. Institutionalized
ethnicity had also brought political disenfranchisement, and ethnic identity
was not able to mobilize itself into ethnic allegiance.
In contrast to the absence of any political activity by the community
over its civil status, there was a very lively interest and participation in
home politics in Greece, with reference to the Venizelist-monarchist
division. The majority of the Greeks in Egypt, led by the notables in
Alexandria, supported Venizelos, whom they considered to be a progressive, bourgeois modernizer. Several of these prominent Alexandrians
traveled to Athens on occasion to help Venizelos, and two of them
assumed cabinet posts. If one chooses to consider the Venizelist-monarchist conflict as one between a progressive bourgeoisie and a more
backward, landowning bourgeoisie in Greece, the support of the Alexandrian notables for Venizelos is understandable. What is not so understandable is the fact that each side in this conflict had its share of
supporters from the petty bourgeoisie, the peasants, and the workers—a
typical case of these strata assuming a class position, politically, which
had nothing to do with their class determination. The same thing
happened in Egypt, with the Greek petty bourgeoisie taking sides and
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participating actively in the Venizelist and monarchist movements in
Egypt. This, again, is a manifestation of ethnic identity coming to the
fore where class interests seem to be absent.
There is, however, one example of political activity by the members
of the community which shows how class politics could and did cut
across ethnic identity. This is the participation of a very small number
of Greek blue- and white-collar workers and intellectuals in a mixed
Egyptian and European group which founded the Communist Party of
Egypt in 1920. This party's political platform was a call for antiimperialist unity among all workers and intellectuals in Egypt, irrespective of nationality. The party made little headway during its first decade
but gained some ground in the 1930s when people became sensitive to
the rise of fascism. With the advent of World War II, the Greek party
members broke away to form an organization designed to promote the
objectives of the National Liberation Front (EAM) in Greece. Apparently, they perceived an ethnic political necessity which overrode their
previous commitments. To conclude this section on the political activities
of the community, it should be reiterated that by institutionalizing
ethnicity, the community resigned itself from any meaningful participation in the country's political processes, either in terms of ethnic allegiance or in any dass-oriented manner. After the Capitulations were
abolished, the Greeks were still considered foreigners, with no question
of assimilation into Egyptian society, and, when the Nasser-led revolution
of 1952 took place, the community remained a passive onlooker.
In moving on to the economic activities of the community, one can
say, in general terms, that ethnic allegiance was useful only in certain
circumstances. For instance, in the early days, before Egypt became
integrated into the world economy and there were no institutional commercial procedures to protect the trader, people in business had to rely
on trust and verbal commitments rather than on contracts. It was consequently more natural to place such trust in a fellow Greek than in anyone else, particularly in transactions involving commodities that were
controled by Greeks in almost all stages of production and marketing."
When the cultivation and export of cotton had put Egypt squarely on
the world economic map, the whole production and marketing process
became highly sophisticated and the need to rely on a fellow countryman
in business dealings disappeared entirely. Indeed, ethnic sentiment, more
often than not, could become an obstacle to making the highest profit
in an elaborate and very competitive marketplace.
It is true that Greek cotton exporters in Egypt relied on Greek
middlemen in the provinces, but so did other European exporters. The
reason for this was that there were more Greeks than other Europeans
in the provinces and the Greeks were considered more reliable than
'2A. Cohen "Cultural Strategies in the Organization of Trading Diasporas" in
C. Meillasoux ed., The Development of Indigenous Trade and Markets in West
Africa, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1971, p. 266.
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Egyptians. In fact, Greeks worked for non-Greek export firms that
were in direct competition with Greek exporters. Also, Greeks occupied
senior positions in the German-Swiss firm of R.O. Lindeman & Co., which
was the third largest cotton exporter after the Greek-owned ChoremiBenachi Company and the British firm of Carver Brothers. Another important export firm, the Alexandria Commercial Company, was formed
by an Englishman and two Greeks. In 1936, the Choremi-Benachi Company's ten-man board of directors was composed of five Greeks, three
Britons, and two Egyptians. Multiethnic boards of this type were common
in joint stock companies in Egypt, and, in addition to Greeks, Britons,
and Egyptians, they included Frenchmen, Belgians, Italians, and other
Europeans.
On evidence from oral interviews, it would seem that none of the
foreign banks operating in Egypt extended any preferential treatment to
fellow countrymen. Indeed, during a financial crisis in the 1930s, there
were complaints from Greeks that the branches in Egypt of the National
Bank of Greece and the Bank of Athens were failing in their "national
role" by refusing to extend credit to Greek customers in financial hardship.
But it was not only in the cotton and service sectors where efficiency and
maximum profitability overrode ethnic considerations. There was a
similar situation in the smaller industrial sector where European workers
had no qualms about coming out on strike against European employers.
This happened in the tobacco industry, where Greek and Armenian manufacturers employed Greeks and other foreigners. As a matter of fact,
the first trade union formed in Egypt was the International Union of
Tobacco Workers in 1899. This union successfully called two separate
strikes for the improvement of working conditions and, later, several
strikes against the introduction of automatic cigarette-rolling machines.
Greek businessmen, exporters, and industrialists became members of
multiethnic professional associations such as the Alexandria Produce
Association, which controled the Cotton Exchange, and the Federation
of Egyptian Industries, which was the official organ of the industrialists.
The case was different, however, for small businessmen such as shopkeepers and tradesmen. The financial difficulties they had to face in the
interwar period caused them to form several ethnic unions, under the
aegis of the Greek Chamber of Commerce in Alexandria—an organization
which had been formed to promote Greek-Egyptian trade and protect
small merchants. The object of these associations was to minimize competition between fellow Greek professionals and mobilize ethnic allegiance
by invoking their cooperation. The Union of Greek Grocers in Alexandria
was one of the more active of these associations.
In examining the community's cultural life, finally, it should be mentioned that the community was influenced by three separate cultures. One
was the indigenous Arabic-Islamic culture, which made little impact on
it. This is not surprising, since Egyptian society had been structured in
such a way that foreigners were judicially, politically, economically, and
socially segregated from the native population in many important ways.
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There was little incentive therefore for foreigners to acquaint themselves
with this culture. The only exception occurred among the lower strata
of the foreign element who lived in the poorer urban areas or in the
provinces. They became fluent in Arabic. But change in Egypt brought
change in this respect as well: in the 1920s, Arabic lessons were introduced into the Greek community schools.
The second cultural influence was what was commonly called the
"cosmopolitan culture" of Alexandria, Cairo, and Port Said. This is a
difficult one to define or measure with any accuracy. It arose from the
fusion of the individual cultures of the European inhabitants with what
has been labeled "French ideas and civilization." Perhaps it would be
more useful to think of it as the legacy of the Enlightenment, with its
values of universality, liberal individualism, and so on. This culture was
evident more especially in the "higher echelons" of the European communities, where French was the lingua franca."
The third cultural influence, of course, was the Greek one. This was
brought to bear with the help of communal organizations, and especially
the schools. How important these were in upholding ethnic culture
becomes evident from the report made by the Greek sub-consul in Minya,
in 1925, concerning the situation in three small towns in upper Egypt
where Greeks lived in small numbers and where there were no wealthy
benefactors to finance community schools. He wrote:
The communities of Assiut, Luxor and Aswan do not have
schools or teachers . . . and so Greek children are forced to
attend foreign schools; missionary or native establishments from
which they graduate with a distorted national sentiment. The same
and even worse applies to Greek children produced by mixed
marriages with foreigners and especially with natives."
Education became the terrain for a bitter struggle between the Orthodox Patriarchate and the Greek community organizations of Alexandria
and Cairo. In the 1920s, as employment became harder to find for
Europeans because of the increased number of Egyptians who were
becoming available, the communities, which controled the schools, decided
that more courses in commerce, French, and Arabic ought to be introduced. This, apparently, was to be at the expense of religious teaching
and classical studies. The Patriarchate objected so strongly to this that it
set up its own schools. However, it was not only the schools but the
orphanages, the old people's homes, the soup kitchens, and a variety of
dubs and societies, run by the community or by individuals within it,
which, together with the Greek Orthodox Church, kept Greek culture
"I have elaborated on this subject in a recent article entitled "The Alexandria
We Have Lost" in Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora, Vol. X, Nos. 1 and 2, SpringSummer 1983.
14Greek Sub-Consulate in Minya, letter of March 17, 1925, Archives, Greek
Ministry for Foreign Affairs, B/49 1925.
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alive and promoted Greek ethnicity. Within the community itself, the
fact that its organization depended a great deal on the generous donations
of a small, wealthy elite that stood at the top of the communal structure
meant that there was a class separation by which the comprador bourgeoisie exercised its hegemony over the rest of the community. Side by
side with ethnicity, class differences bad been created at the same time.
Indeed, the study of the Greek diaspora in general in the twentieth
century can be productively approached through the systematic use of
intracommunal class differences. Studies of the diaspora have been
dominated for too long by a sterile nationalistic ethnocentrism.
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Dependency, Realignment
and Reaction: Movement Toward
Civil War in Greece During the 1940s
by PHILIP MINEHAN

Introduction

Most of the analytical literature on the 1936-1949 period of dictatorship, occupation, resistance, and civil war is restricted to the succession
and complexity of political and military events. So far, there has been no
careful focus on the period from the standpoint of internationalized
socioeconomic and state development. This study represents just such a
focus. The subject is not just the series of political and military conflicts.
It is these conflicts as living, ground-level examples within Greece of
disjointed, dependent socioeconomic and political development. It is not
an internal-external factor analysis. In fact, it stands in opposition to the
use of a foreign-domestic dichotomy as a methodological pivot. Instead,
it is assumed in the analysis that productive activity in its internationalized dimension, or an area's international market position, is the key
variable in relation to questions about socioeconomic and political development. In general, the study is situated within the tradition of literature
on imperialism and dependency.I In particular, Nicos Mouzelis's overview of Greek underdevelopment has been helpful as a framework from
which I have drawn some important questions and inferences.
My aims are these: to present a picture of the social transformations
and political shifts which took place during the interwar years; then to
detect the relationships between those changes and the radical social
conditions and political realignments which obtained under the German
occupation Finally, I will attempt to provide an accurate characterization
of the prolonged civil war. In discussing the entire movement toward
civil war, I will focus on three historical variables. The first two, demographic and international market changes, interacted jointly to produce,
1 0f particular use have been Peter Evans, Dependent Development: The Alliance
of Multinational, State and Local Capital in Brazil. (Princeton: The Princeton

University Press, 1979); J.W. Myer, J. Boli-Bennet, and C. Chase Dunn, "Convergence and Divergence in Development," Annual Review of Sociology, 1, 1975;
and Nicos Mouzelis, Modern Greece: Facets of Underdevelopment (New York,
Holmes and Meier, 1979).
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among other things, the third variable, a potential for radical political
change, the likes of which Greece had never before experienced. A
sudden and explosive realignment took place as the potentially radical
conditions of the 1930s, in combination with the other elements, transformed into the EAM resistance against the German occupation. What
shape and direction the radical political potential could and finally did
take in Greece is a crucial question for any purpose closely associated
with modern Greek history or with national liberation movements.
Greek Society Until the Second World War

Greece's "dependent" international market position consisted of a
subordinate role in the worldwide division of labor that was historically
structured according to the needs of industrial capital centered in
northwestern Europe. Allocations of resources toward industrial capital
in the central areas created a need for agricultural and primary products
from peripheral areas such as the Balkans. Merchants of Greek background made a lucrative living by helping to meet those needs. Their
intermediary buying, transporting, and selling activity helped enforce
the complementary character of Greece's production vis-a-vis the industrialized areas. Thus the merchant class and its political representatives
became connecting links between production in rural Greece and the
industrialized areas of England and Germany. The entirety of this activity
itself can be characterized as a peasant-based social formation dominated
by an "argo-merchant" 2 class and including both feudal and petty commodity relations. It generally remained dominant until the First World
War.
The doubling of Greece's population and territory due to wars and
their aftermaths between 1912 and 1926 presented the existing political
system with the historical options of pushing forth with industrialization,
urbanization, and land reform, or facing the consequences of highly disaffected agrarian and urban populations. The infrastructural basis for
industrialization was not altogether negative. Foreign and Greek diaspora
investments, combined with the developmental efforts of Prime Ministers
Trikoupis and, later, Venizelos, spurred the improvement of administrative facilities and the building of communication and transportation systems, all of which aided the growth of a disjointed, yet somewhat productive, peripheral capitalist social formation. The beginnings of the
transition toward urbanization and small-scale industrialization were
already recognizable between the 1880s and 1920. A family-oriented
artisanal workforce (not a wage-labor force) had multiplied by eight
times during this period; and, in 1920, there were nearly 3,000 registered
2This is a term used by Kostas Vergopoulos in his article "The Emergence of
the New Bourgeoisie, 1944-1952," in Greece in the 1940s: A Nation in Crisis
(New England, 1981), p. 298.
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small factories (the main ones being involved in food processing, textiles, and ship building) . 3 However, the traditional merchant class, which
held the predominant economic position in the social formation, was
unwilling to break from its lucrative transport business and become
involved in industrial entrepreneurship.' Responsibilities and opportunities for investment in and development of any large-scale industrial
development therefore fell largely into the hands of state and foreign
capital. Up to 1920, the state had been the main employer for people
leaving the rural areas—an alternative to the absorption of this population
by industry, as happened, for instance, in England during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Given this situation in Greece, foreign capital
would continue to play a very major role in industrial development.
There were serious problems entailed in facing the "imperative" of
developing a strong manufacturing sector; thus there was little hope
of relieving the country's chronic deficits, indebtedness, and position of
vulnerability as an exporter of primary and luxury goods. The socioeconomic characteristics of the new and indigenous populations, and the
complementary international placement of the Greek economy, together
determined how the process of industrialization and "modernization"
would work itself out.
Compared to the indigenous population of Greece, the Asia Minor
refugees, who mostly entered Greece between 1922 and 1926, added
up to a highly stratified and advanced population. There were 200,000
"self-supporting" entrepreneurs, merchants, and professionals; 650,000
people of rural background carrying either their agricultural skills or their
unskilled wage labor; and 450,000 people of an urban working class
origin.' Politically, the refugess tended to support the establishment of a
republic rather than the continuation of a monarchical system. However,
this was not necessarily only because of their "advanced" backgrounds,
as most of them held leading royalists responsible for the catastrophe
which brought on the displacement of populations in the first place.
Finally, the leftist intelligentsia and the Greek Communist Party (KKE)
both received strong impetus from the Asia Minor populations. Under
the dictatorship of General Papagos in 1925, the KKE proclaimed ". . .
our struggle for power is directed against the bourgeois fascist republic
in order that we impose by arms a workers', peasants', and refugees'
government.'
Industrialization, urbanization, and land reform were all greatly
accelerated by the refugee influx. While some newcomers provided the
cheap manual labor necessary for the implementation of the Greek
'Mouzelis, p. 20.
*Ibid., p. 24; Vergopoulos, pp. 298-299.

'Geographical Handbook Series: Greece, Vol. 1, pp. 384-385. Leften Stavrianos,
The Balkans Since 1453, pp. 676-677.
"Dimitris Pentzopoulos, The Balkan Exchange of Minorities, The Hague,

1962, p. 191. He took the quote from the KKE's newspaper, "Rizospastis," of
April 24, 1925.
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government's industrialization efforts, others provided new internal markets for the products of these efforts. Many new industries were established near refugee settlements; refugee capitalists, among others, employed the refugee proletariat. By 1928, over half the population of
Athens-Piraeus and Salonica was comprised of refugees. The agrarian
reform which was legally promulgated by the Venizelos regime in 1917
was not clearly implemented until the influx of the 1922-1926 period.
Then, by the 1930s, small-scale, private, commercialized agricultural
units had become fairly uniform.'
Accompanying the reforms were improvements which appeared to
have basically assisted the new rural inhabitants, but which did not
suffice to increase average agricultural production per unit in Greece. In
addition to the breakdown of the remaining large estates in the northern
regions, there was an overall increase in financial and material aid from
the state and its associated financial institutions. An agricultural bank
was established in 1928, which reduced the power of moneylenders to
exploit the peasantry, allowed more access to farming facilities and
techniques, and improved credit cost and access. 8 Seasonal stability was
increased, and large-scale land reclamation projects were successfully
undertaken. Cultivated land area increased by 50 percent in the northern
regions, 42 percent in the Peloponnese, and 2 percent in central Greece.
Absolute levels of production increased, and there was enough land to
engage the new population, at least at a small commercial level. However,
per-acre production showed no significant signs of increase. The common
Greek peasant's lifestyle remained very constrained by poverty and the
preoccupations necessary for basic survival. Rural production activity had
long reached a commercial level, but the unreliable national and international markets for its main products—tobacco, currants, oil—and the
atomistic constitution of its economy, put the peasantry into a weak
position vis-i-vis the overall market, particularly the relatively organized
merchants who bought their goods.
Relative to the very low base from which it began, industrial capitalism and its companion financial and political facilities underwent a
decisive expansion in the interwar years. As suggested above, it was an
expansion highly dependent on state promotion and foreign financial
interests. Following from this, the possibility for the emergence of a
well-integrated industrial structure was remote, if not completely absent.
do not have the resources available to determine the actual extent of the
uniformity or differentiation in the size and make-up of the agricultural landholdings. Generally, it is recognized that there was a sea of small private units. However, regarding the way relationships took shape during the occupation of 19411944, whatever differentiation there was must have been somehow significant.
Further examination is needed.
°Handbook, Vol. 2, pp. 184-191. I am unable to measure the significance of
these improvements on a rural per capita basis. However, since the rural population
had suddenly increased so much, it is likely that the improvements made only a
marginal difference in the everyday lives of the peasants.
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Nevertheless, from a base indexed for 1913 at 100, 1925 was at 322.1,
1935 at 477.3, and 1938 at 537.1. 9 Protectionist methods for domestic
industrial growth were employed fairly consistently during this period,
and foreign capital was channeled into the activity at a high rate through
loans and private investments. Only a small part of the potential industrial sector benefited from these policies. A few textile, chemical, paper,
and construction material factories were finally employing up to hundreds
of workers, utilizing the most modern machinery and showing high rates
of profit." In effect, state policies fostered a monopolistic structure in
Greek industry that produced serious inflation (the cost of living rose
200 percent between 1923 and 1929) 11 and production inefficiency.' The
only "institutionalized" system for obtaining political or financial resources was one of granting mutual favors, for example, large blocks of
votes in return for large sums of investment capital and appropriate legal
sanctions for industrial activity. At any given moment, the personalistic
networks within which these exchanges were taking place were very
restricted. The best that can be said for this kind of transformation is
that it was superior to production and policy stagnation, which would
have resulted in extreme volatility and suffering due to rapid population
growth.
Included in this incohesive package of structural change in Greece
was a great deal of strain in the everyday lives of the low-income groups
—the peasantry, the small, newly-created working class, the low-level
bureaucrats, and the small shopowners and artisanal factory operators—
in other words, most of the population. State industrialization methods, in
combination with local and internationalized market constraints, created
an inefficient, inequitable, and inflationary industrialization process. State
methods included both protectionism and revenue-raising measures
through indirect taxation (as on tobacco) and state monopolies on basic
items such as salt and matches. Despite high urbanization rates, rural
lands were still overpopulated. It has been estimated that half the rural
Greek population was redundant," meaning that it was not needed to
maintain present levels of production." More intensive cultivation was
needed, or an industrial structure more efficient in terms of productively
absorbing the otherwise "redundant" populations. The sensitive prices of
Greece's chief export items (tobacco, grape products) meant drastic
peasant and national income reductions during any international economic
crisis, especially during the Great Depression. Many migrants from rural
areas to the cities could not find jobs in industry, and finally became
bureaucrats specializing in coffee-drinking and paper-shuffling. The
problems experienced by these people suggest that they paid the price of
9

Stavrianos, The Balkans, p. 679.

liJohn Louis, The Greek Communist Party, 1940-1944 (London, Croom Helm,
1982) p. 22.
Mouzelis, pp. 24-25.
Stavrianos, p. 594.
"
"
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industrialization. Of course, this was not the first time the pooperportions
of the population underwent hardship; the "strains" were just ta k i ng on
a more modern form.
Regarding the impact of the socioeconomic changes on the ruling
political system during the interwar years, it appears that by 1924 the
substantive political changes had taken place, and the precedents had
been set for the vicious and sensationalised "national schism." That is,
by 1924, the substantive matters of principle and policy were largely
decided upon and enacted, and the remaining years of coups and countercoups were merely cynical, top-level struggles over which party or faction
would rule. Of course, the raging conflicts reflected substantive problems
within the political system, and they captivated the attention of most of
the population, but substantive dass issues had already been worked out.
Also, there were certainly people in both the electorate and the party
leadership who were still interested in concretely pursuing matters of
broad social importance, but the ruling system, along with many of its
military and political leaders or activists, continually proved itself incapable of furthering the accomplishments reached by 1924. By that time,
some essential preconditions had been set, the blueprint for land reform
and for capitalist development was basically fixed, the commitment to
and the methods for industrialization had been established, and the constitutional turn to a republic was taken. (Although the latter was under
serious question even well into the 1940s.) No newly-elected party was
about to redirect or even significantly further the country's development
path. Certainly none of the above "preconditions" or "commitments" or
strategies were sufficient by the standards of any classic model of modernization. However, the evidence drawn from the characteristics of Greece's
development itself suggests that such standards were neither indigenous
nor attainable, mainly because of the timing and international position of
the country's capitalist growth.
Two significant features of the class situation during the interwar
years were the consolidation of a middle class and the emergence of a
small but increasingly militant working dass. The middle class, emergent
during the turn of the century and making its decisive political impact
in supporting Venizelos's modernization efforts, was well-established by
the 1930s, just as the working class was first making itself known. Leften
Stavrianos has characterized the experience of Venizelos and the middle
class in relation to the Depression years as follows:
{Venizelos) was a typical nineteenth-century romantic nationalist
who never really understood the new world of depression, unemployment, agrarian indebtedness, and crop surplus. . . • Before
World War One Venizelos had led the reform movement. It
divided the large estates and reorganized the schools, the administration and the army. It represented the rising, progressive
middle-class of merhants, manufacturers, bankers and shipowners.
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But by the 1930's . . . the middle class had arrived. . . . It viewed
with alarm the agitation for reform based by the depression."
Accepting this characterization of the middle class, and seeing the small
working-class becoming increasingly militant during the Depression
years, one can expect that Greece would not have been spared from the
consequences of some version of the conflict between the working class
and the bourgeoisie that was intensifying political tensions throughout
Europe. Suffice it to say that there was a "small working-class" comprised
of industrial and agricultural wage-laborers (producing textiles, minerals,
tobacco, grape and olive products) as well as laborers from the mediumsized petty commodity units employing 10-15 people. Its small size was
compensated for by the relatively effective organization in which some
of its members became involved. Organized working-class activity during
the mid-thirties—in strikes and Communist Party involvement—tended to
turn top-level political attention, and probably also middle class attention,
away from the "schism" and more toward class issues.
Along with industrial and class developments, there grew the Greek
Communist Party, which remained small throughout the interwar years,
but which also compensated for its size with a relatively effective party
organization. In terms of organizational capacity, it was the strongest
political institution in Greece. It also found itself in an apparently powerful position in 1936 as it held the balance in a parliamentary deadlock.
The party's underground mobilization techniques, which were in varying
use from the time of the KKE's inception in the early twenties, became
well-developed under the Metaxas dictatorship of 1936-1941. Toward
the beginning of the dictatorship, the KKE's new leader, Nikos Zachariadis, clearly directed organization tactics toward the cell system.' The
result was a durable ground-to-top-level structure in which groups of a
few members were linked to party leaders through party intermediaries.
This was real organization compared to the very informal and momentary
personalistic connections which made up the networks of traditional Greek
parties. The KKE membership consisted of workers, peasants, and intellectuals, as well as people of the urban bourgeoisie, although it was
elements from the working class and various social strata of the Asia
Minor refugee population which constituted most of the party's popular
strength. Symptoms of the overall problems in Greek underdevelopment
during the interwar years were recognizable in the conflicts surrounding
tobacco production in northern Greece, an area that was hard hit by the
depressed markets of the thirties. There were some 40,000 tobacco
workers in Greece, around half of them refugees, and mostly located in
Macedonia and Thrace. 16 In collaboration with the state, which was
desperate to relocate the refugees, the tobacco industry employers at"Ibid., p. 666-667.
15 1.oulis,

p. 14.

HPentzopoulos,

p. 117.
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tempted to reduce their own wage outlays by hiring what was expected
to be cheaper refugee labor. The refugees were awkwardly crowded into
new town settlements and virtually assigned the right to tobacco picking. 17
That disrupted previous workers' schedules, who were not now able to
work in the July-to-September harvest, but who also had small farms to
which they could return. The refugee pickers, however, were generally
not able to find sufficient year-round employment during these years, and
consequently were demanding higher wages for their work.
Both the tobacco industry employers and the state were now antagonistically faced with some unforeseen consequences of their own tactics
and policies. In the first place, the picker's union organization was effective enough to prevent any nominal reduction in wages compared with
those of the previous workers. Then, upon the employers' rejection of
their demands, the pickers moved to strike, and they were not alone.
There were also the "miserably low paid" textile workers in Salonica;
and in general many people throughout Northern Greece resented the
central government in Athens for treating them as though they existed
on somewhat of a colonial periphery. Hundreds of small labor strikes
throughout the country during spring 1936 culminated in Salonica, in
early May, when twenty-five thousand strikers—tobacco, textile, tram and
railway workers, bakers, and even some small shopowners—massed outside the Government House. Higher wages, release of political prisoners,
and more favorable labor legislation were demanded. The infamous
bloody clash which ensued between the strikers and the police, backed by
an army contingent, resulted in the deaths of twelve strikers. Nongovernmental newspapers attacked the "police state," the KKE warned
of a "popular volcano," and Greek and foreign leaders feared anarchy
or even revolution. The state authorities thus reacted with coercion
against people who were seeking relief from the positions to which they
had been allotted initially by the state and ruling groups (here the
refugee settlement authorities in collaboration with the tobacco industry
employers). Labor's response was confrontational. The rival labor confederations, Unitary (Communist) and General (Reformist), were unified,
and a nationwide general strike was slated for August fifth.
In the meantime, the "national schism" was evidently being eclipsed
as the traditional political leaders faced the "threat from below,"'s as
well as the specter of international war. The final solution to the problem
of parliamentary stalemate in January 1936, and the associated fact that
the KKE held the balance in the stalemate, was to bring on a "strong
man " A resolution suspending parliamentary procedures for five months
was met with majority approval in April, and General Ioannis Metaxas
remained Prime Minister. Decisive for his continued strength as dictator
was the support of King George, both directly and via the soon-to-be allroyalist military. On August 4, 1936, Metaxas declared a dictatorship
"John Iatrides, ed., Ambassador MacVeagb Reports: Greece, 1933-1947. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), pp. 84-86.
"This phrase is used by Mouzelis, p. 110.
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with the justification of combating the general strike threat, which was
allegedly geared to "overthrow the legal, political and social system of
the country."
What kind of threat did the ruling system in Greece actually face?
Despite the daim by Metaxas, and the KKE's warning of a "popular
volcano," there were neither the developed social conditions nor any
serious plans for a social revolution in Greece, although the militancy
and violent reaction of Salonica were serious political manifestations of
an emerging class conflict. And the response of the ruling political forces
was effectively to close ranks and bring on the reaction. Nicos Mouzelis
contends that during this time the marginalized agricultural and urban
working classes were beginning to present a "threat from below"; that is,
they had acquired some degree of active political autonomy from the
traditional political system, and subsequently began to shift the pivot of
Greek politics from interbourgeois to interclass issues. This is a very
useful observation, although the fact that the "threat" helped to bring
on the dictatorship begs one to recognize that it existed only in relation
to the political system which it threatened. In relation to a regime which
had a tradition of ruling party organizational and procedural cohesiveness,
a relatively efficient welfare system, and a more inclusive and adaptable
mass political party system, the "threat" of the time would have been
minimal. Such a regime is the opposite of the actual regime which was
threatened—threatened by its own weakness as part of the malintegrated
social system in which it operated. The situation verged neither on a
conspiratorial nor a popular uprising. The strikers demonstrated against
particular conditions—low wage levels, newly-imposed restrictions on
trade union activity, and the holding of political prisoners. But the state
system against which the demonstrations were directed was plagued with
ruthless interparty rivalries, debt and revenue crises, and an inability to
adjust structurally to the newly-emerging social conditions. The immediate
political situation also consisted of a parliamentary stalemate, an intransigently anticommunist military-political faction which had the full support of the king, and an explosive level of international tension. The
threat came not only from "below," but from "within." The disaffected
populations militated against their state and employers; but the basis of
the entire set of malintegrated social conditions also militated against the
possibility of developing a cohesive social formation through non-coercive
means.
The War and the Development of the Radical Potential

The underlying radical potential which had developed by the 1930s
in Greece was contained in certain materially-shaped inclinations which
could become politically activated only if a catastrophic change would
undermine the controls which the dominant dasses and groups held over
the social formation. This political activation could not be brought about
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solely by some possible collective action by local or national political
elements themselves. That historical possibility did not exist. The "catastrophe" would have had to occur because of some international politicalmilitary upheaval that would have concrete debilitating effects on the
Greek state and social configurations." The potential could then take
shape as a movement displaying political features that were radically
different from traditional Greek structures, and which posed a definite
threat against the reestablishment of those structures. In principle, such
a movement could become a durable national liberation or revolutionary
breakaway movement with a popular anti-imperialist character. In fact,
the potential did take shape as a popular resistance movement with radical
features, and it was a real threat against the reimposition of traditional
Greek structures. This resistance potential thrived on a number of local
and international structural and political conditions; while the national
liberation potential, which was a historical-sociological implication of
some aspects of the radical resistance, was subject to serious local and
international constraints.
From being economically and financially subordinated to the northern
areas, particularly to German and British finance and industrial capital,
Greece, on the eve of the Second World War, became strategically subordinate as an object of military contention between Germany and Britain.
In other words, the highly exploited economic periphery in which Greece
was placed became militarized by the warring agents of the competitors
within the international capitalist system. When the Nazis invaded
Greece (April 1941) the government soon collapsed, its leaders evacuated
and fell under British protection in London and then Cairo, and a quisling
regime was established in Athens.
In an effort to serve its war needs and maintain control over the local
populations, the occupation regime resorted to systems of pure plunder
and reward—systems which provoked both the will to resist and the will
to collaborate." However, an opportunity structure for each kind of
behavior must be presupposed. Proximity to the controls over the means
of production and distribution was a crucial factor in determining which
"will" would be provoked. Industrialists, large landowners, and merchants
would be much more likely to collaborate than peasants and urban and
agricultural wage laborers; the latter would be plundered and provoked
to resist. Middle class professionals as a whole would probably follow
the local political tide and, for the time being, go with EAM. On the
other hand, there were people and their products or productive capacities
which were valuable to, and could be bought by, the occupation authorities.
Rightly so, Stavros Thomadakis asserts that this situation constituted the
This is not just a retrospective assertion. In principle, at least, it was a
prospect of the time, although I cannot demonstrate that any radical elements at
the time considered it as such.
"Stavros Thomadakis's artide "Black Markets, Inflation and Force in the
Economy of Occupied Greece" has been very useful for this subject of resistance
and collaboration. In Iatrides, Greece, pp. 61-80.
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"core" of the problem of collaboration—the problem of people in the
occupied areas contributing, through economic inducement, to the basic
productive capacity of the Axis regime 2' Thus, a political and economic
market existed which partly operated according to definite rules of lass;
although alongside these class parameters of action, and corresponding to
the atomistic character of much of the economy, there was also a complex
web of more personalistic motivating circumstances.
The imposition of the Axis war regime on the production and distribution structures of the Balkan peninsula created an ongoing desperate
reality for most of the Greek population. As the branch of an imperialist
war system originally created by and corresponding to historical conditions centered in west central Europe, the hostile regime was now attempting to extract all possible surplus from the Greek economy. However,
conditions in Greece could not give rise to, nor support, such a regime
through any rational, non-coercive process. Most people normally made
their lives through work in small, minimally-commercialized, and underfacilitated urban and agricultural units. The occupation forces thus faced
an incredible task in sheer administrative terms. The impossibility of a
productive system arising through this set of relationships, combined with
the unyielding war desperation of the Axis forces, immediately created,
largely, an Axis plunder regime. For the local populations, the result
was, for some, a condition of fatal helplessness, while for others, an
opportunity to collaborate and profit, and for most, a thorough political
insubordination—that is, a will to resist.
The KKE's popular front tactics, along with its relatively efficient
organizational capacity, existed as a means through which the fertile
ground for resistance could be and was developed well beyond the spontaneous level." Resistance by the KKE-led EAM-ELAS constituted a
radical and, by local standards, a formidable political realignment, since
the traditional political parties of Greece had neither the organizational
means to facilitate resistance, nor the prospect of associating with anything
approaching the Comintern-directed popular front. 23 Only some of the
politicians themselves were what remained of the traditional parties, and
they fell under British domination in Cairo. On the other hand, as Leften
Stavrianos pointed out three decades ago, "the EAM developed a comprehensive program and established numerous subsidiary organizations
designed to enlist the support of all sections of the population." Regarding the EAM's recruitment policy, he added ". . . either the resistance
would be national or it would be nothing." The EAM ". . . welcomed
citizens of all dasses as long as they subscribed to the two basic EAM
aims—resistance against the Axis and a post-war regime based on the
will of the people as expressed in free elections." The key subsidiary
p. 62.
See John Hondros, "The Greek Resistance, 1941-1944: A Reevaluation," in
Greece, pp. 37-42.
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organizations which constituted the social and military institutional basis
of the EAM's power were the ELAS, the EPON (United All Greece
Youth Organization), the EA (National Mutual Aid, or "Red Cross of
the Resistance"), and the EEAM (Workers' National Liberation Front)."
For people from a diversity of social and age groups, these organizations
presented opportunities ranging from recreation and theater, to first-aid
activity, political work, and guerrilla action."
This was not just wartime resistance—these were the institutional
features of a qualitatively different kind of development from that which
had previously been experienced by the Greek polity. The movement's
effectiveness did not depend so much on immediate personalistic networks;
it had developed organized institutions which supplanted the narrow
networks of old, and allowed for relatively high degrees of local political
participation, administrative efficiency, infrastructural development, and
political direction. Its success stood in direct opposition both to the failures
of the prewar political system and to all that appeared to remain of that
system in the form of the government-in-exile in Cairo.
As also observed by Stavrianos, the EAM administrative system, which
had been well-devised by 1943, featured ". . . the combination of a
Communist-controlled EAM hierarchy with local self-government institutions.' Thus this "qualitatively different" kind of development in the
form of the EAM had a dual character, one part of which was a tight
hierarchical or "top-down" KKE organization, the other part of which
was a localized (decentralized) "ground-up" system of "self-government
and people's justice." Among the core elements of the resistance was the
local general committee of the EAM. An Ipefthinos ("responsible one")
acted as secretary of the general committee. He was the key local EAMELAS recruiting agent and the person through whom the district's EAM
superiors would execute their policies. He was usually a Communist, and
among the early organizers of EAM. According to Stavrianos, "... it was
through the Ipefthinos that the KKE exerted control over the EAM
"Leften Stavrianos, "The Greek National Liberation Front (EAM): A Study
in Resistance Organization," Journal of Modern History, 24, March 1952.
25 The two main other resistance bodies, EDES (National Republican Greek
League) and EKKA (National and Social Liberation), were slight in terms of military power and, compared to the multifaceted EAM, very narrow in terms of overall institutional character. They were primarily military groups dependent on
British support; this was true of EDES to the extent that it finally clearly became
a surrogate force of British foreign policy. As for EKKA, it was never a cohesive
group, and survived only for little more than a year (spring 1943-May 1944)
before it suffered a bloody defeat by ELAS. For accounts of these movements and
their politics, see Hondros, pp. 40-42; Procopis Papastratis, "The British and
the Greek Resistance Movements, EAM and EDES," in Marion Sarafis, ed., Greece,
From Resistance to Civil War, pp. 32-41. For the main British view, see Chris
Woodhouse, "The National Liberation Front and the British Connection," in
Greece, pp. 81-101.
"Stavrianos, p. 45.
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mechanism."" This is not at all to say that the 1pefthinos was not receptive to local needs and demands. Indeed, those demands were for effective
resistance, and the Ipefthinos's role was to continue consolidating the
local resistance structures. From the district through the prefectural and
regional levels, there existed the hierarchy of Ipefthini who elected one
another and were mostly members of the KKE. Each regional Ipefthinos
was a member of the central committee of EAM. Supplementing this
hierarchy was the system of local self-government which was created by
the local populace and was composed of the local mayor, a village council,
and a general assembly. Presumably this system was devised by adapting
prewar cooperative experiences and political procedures to the needs of
the resistance.' Associated local committees included those for people's
security, schooling, church, food, and social welfare. These were not
exclusively EAM organizations, although they were guided by considerations and policies formulated especially during Ipefthini meetings, which
were held periodically at various levels." The IOU was therefore the
political backbone of the EAM and even exerted much influence on local
self-government operations.
On the level of distribution of scarce survival goods within EAM,
activity corresponded to the relatively popular political procedures of the
movement. This was not an immediate feature of the resistance; only in
the latter half of the occupation were the EAM structures sufficiently
organized to serve simultaneously as a radical threat against the occupation
and as a system of protection for much of the Greek populace." In the
meantime, the dearly predominant economic system evolved through
collaboration between black market forces and the occupation regime.
The latter's rationing system of the time was ineffectual, for reasons which
Thomadakis has characterized as follows:
The rationing system was in fact defenseless against the encroachments of black market profiteers. For, on the whole, the quisling
government was simply the administrative support of collaborationism and could not be expected to oppose the profiteers who
constituted the economic facet of collaborationism.
. . . the complete failure of rationing in the first tragic winter
of occupation was not only a result of shortages but also a specific
result of quisling government policy."
It is a small step to draw the conclusion that since provisioning was
essential for and demanded by the regime, procurers (mostly wealthy
27
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11andbook, Vol. 2, p. 184, for some description of the interwar cooperative
movement. That there was a transformation of the cooperative and political procedures into resistance structures is my own supposition.
"Stavrianos, p. 48.
"Thomadakis, pp. 76-77.
21Ibid., p. 76.
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merchants) were available and willing, and government hands were
off the black marketeers, profiteering was encouraged by the authorities
as long as the profiteers agreed first of all to provision the authorities.
A non-collaborating profiteer would be a contradiction in terms and action.
As the resistance which the regime faced developed into a more formidable threat, the occupation authorities began making efforts to enforce the
rationing system. Strikes and other forms of employee cooperation were
facilitated by EAM, whose policy aim was finally to create extensive
producer and consumer cooperatives and interregional exchange organizations. As the movement's strength grew, the quisling regime was increasingly willing to allow aid provisions to pass into the hands of the
International Red Cross, whose work was presumably guided down to the
neediest levels by the local EAM organizations. EAM groups also stepped
up attacks on food hoarders and distributed their goods to deprived areas
at ration prices." It appears as though EAM's intensive and extensive
operations helped to prompt the National Bank of Greece to warn of
how ". . the prospect for the immediate future . . . is grave and tragic
from the aspect of bare subsistence and the relations between classes.""
Certain measures were suggested to the quisling regime which would tame
inflation, reduce the huge burden on the Greek economy imposed by the
Axis needs in southeastern Europe, and put control of the distribution of
agricultural goods completely in the hands of the state. These policies
never materialized, but they were supposed to be the chief means by
which "social anarchy" would be averted. From the standpoint of the
National Bank of Greece, the EAM's activity was apparently considered
anarchic.
Here in EAM—a radical resistance movement in conflict with the
British, the Axis, and the Greek conservative forces—was the crystallization
of that ". . third variable, a potential for radical political change, the
likes of which Greece had never before experienced." The resistance system was out of control from the standpoint of the prewar state and ruling
class; therefore it was out of the control of the National Bank—so it was
denounced as "anarchic." However, a new state and social system was
actually being formed in EAM areas, and its political and production
structures were incompatible with those of prewar Greece. EAM was
appropriately structured for the popular needs of the time—something
which could be said of few, if any, other social movements or political
institutions in modern Greek history. An alternative to the excessively
centralized administration of pre- and postwar Greece was established.
Bureaucratic unresponsiveness and political favoritism frequently hampered
any progressive developments proposed by the local councils outside this
period of the 1940s. The "normal" system of justice included a civil code
based on a fourteenth-century work on jurisprudence which ". . . was not
adjusted to the needs of the peasantry." EAM structures, on the other
/bid.
.(bill, pp. 76-78.
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hand, allowed for direct peasant participation in informal and locallyappropriate people's courts, and peasants with legal troubles did not have
to face the belated and inadequate response of the central government."
With the formation of the Political Committee of National Liberation (PEEA) in the spring of 1944, EAM can be seen to have reached
its political peak—which is something different from a sustainable plateau.
The PEEA stood in front of and overlapped the EAM administrative
system as a formalized provisional government which would generally
help facilitate an orderly transition toward the then immanent liberation
of Greece.' The Political Committee was formed by EAM for certain
basic diplomatic and political purposes: to attempt to convince the government-in-exile in Cairo to create a representative government of national
unity for the post-occupation period, and to further consolidate and
systematize the resistance system. A modification of the legal system of
EAM involved the decision to grant PEEA administrative representatives
the "power to guide and control self-government and people's justice."
Also, in contrast to the original procedure of having locally-elected people's
court presidents appoint the members of the review and supreme courts,
now those members were appointed by the minister of justice of the
PEEA. Presumably, the various ministers of the PEEA were chosen by
the high-level Ipefthini, who were also with the KKE. However, a
popularly elected National Council was also established which was composed of 250 delegates from all social backgrounds. The Council's avowed
commitment was to the unity and effort needed "for the complete smashing of fascism and the restoration of popular sovereignty." It was formally dedared to be the supreme organ of the people's sovereignty, as
well as the source of the PEEA's authority. Other changes which the
PEEA introduced were an overall tax on production beyond subsistence,
75 percent of which went to the ELAS, 20 percent to the area from which
it was levied, and the remainder to relief needs. Aside from these modifications, the KKE's power within the entire movement was maintained,
since it still controled EAM through the Ipefthini, who appointed the
ministers of the PEEA. Finally, equal political and civil rights were
granted to all men and women, the demotic language was declared to be
the national language, and prewar standards regarding the church were
reaffirmed.
Despite these accomplishments, EAM could not shape up to what, in
principle, was its full social potential unless it developed outside the
threatening shackles of the Axis occupation,_the Allied reaction, or, for
that matter, a Stalinist-type over-bureaucratization. The movement had to
be granted room to develop after the occupation, or it had to make that
room for itself through a decisive revolutionary move against the agents
of the prewar path of political and economic development. It either had
to be granted final power, or else had to seize final power. On the other
Stavrianos, pp. 50-51.
The following material on the PEEA is from Stavrianos, pp. 51-54.
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hand, if the prewar path of development was resumed, the local organizations had to be dismantled or destroyed, as would the political party
that helped to spawn them. Given the impossibility that the conservative
British-Greek alliance would grant final power to EAM, and the fact
that Stalin and Churchill were moving toward an agreement that Greece
would remain within the British sphere of influence, only one clear option
remained for the movement to obtain final power: the KKE should have
consistently and aggressively claimed that the PEEA and all that came with
it were the sole government of the Greek people, and it should have
been prepared to defend that decision by arms, if necessary. That is essentially what was done in Yugsolavia;" however, due to certain constraints,
it was never done in Greece.
Instead, EAM became set on a path of ambivalent conciliation with
the British and the Greek government-in-exile. The EAM-ELAS negotiating performance with the British and conservative Greeks in February
1944 began a series of tactical defeats of the left. Representatives of the
EAM entered the February "Plaka" conferences intending to propose the
formation of a government of national unity on their own terms, but
finished the meeting only after conceding to a military agreement based
on British terms." After some vacillation, EAM finally conceded to the
Lebanon agreement of May 1944, and thereby joined the British-made
Papandreou government of national unity. The PEEA was formed as the
pinnacle of the resistance, but was dissolved, along with the National
Council, a few days after the Caserta agreement of September 1944, in
which it was agreed that all ELAS forces would be put under the command of the British General, Ronald Scobie." Of course, there are formal
agreements and then there are real actions—EAM political structures and
the ELAS High Command could have been reactivated for an attempted
seizure of final power. But, when the time was right for that, especially
in October 1944 during the German evacuation, no such move was made.
It was only when the odds were clearly against them—when their opponents were well-prepared and very provocative, during December and
afterwards—that EAM-ELAS made any "concerted" moves toward seizing
power. At those points, their "moves" were not really those of a revolutionary movement or of a decisive KKE, and their chances for success
were rendered virtually impossible. In other words, the radical political
potential within the Greek social formation had worked itself to its peak
by the spring of 1944; then, because of its own constraints and the conservative reaction against it, the radical phenomenon began to work
itself out of the picture as a possible alternative route for socioeconomic
and political development.
A primary characteristic of the radical political potential was that the
rift through which its own development took place was opened up and
"Stavrianos, The Balkans, p. 789.
"Papastratis, pp. 38-40.
38Stavrianos, "EAM: A Study," p. 54.
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then dosed by forces beyond its control. At that time and in that place,
in Greece of the early 1940s, the historical ingredients of the radical
potential that had been created during the interwar years now had a
chance to coalesce into a resistance movement with radical features. For
the duration of the settlement of the question of international predominance, that radical potential was then able to work itself out according to
its own logic. However, once the major international affair was settled
without the mutual destruction of both the Axis and the Allies, an aggressive effort was made to dose the rift, and the entire KKE-EAM-ELAS
resistance project suffered its fate accordingly. Once the power problem in
the center was settled, things could be put back into line, or the Allies
could "mop everything up''B in the periphery. That is, from the standpoint of the central western capitalist powers, there was a "first things
first" procedure; in the meantime, the aggregate means for the development of a radical state and society had the room to come together as
EAM. But, just as forces beyond local control had opened the way for
resistance, so did they finally undermine the prospects of that resistance
becoming a durable socioeconomic and political alternative.
A second major constraint on EAM as the basis for a postwar alternative was its social composition." By using "appeals to patriotism and
economic needs," 41 EAM had incorporated everyone, from those involved
in solidarity and worker's fronts, to unorganized and desperate urban
and rural wage-laborers, to the leftist intelligentsia, and to the middle
class and bourgeois professionals and business people who were not
equipped to survive in the inflationary and black market environment that
existed outside of EAM. With this interclass, national resistance composition, the movement could and did go far; but, in part for the same
reason, EAM could not transform itself into a revolutionary breakaway
movement. There was no developed revolutionary dass; the peasants
were still essentially tied to their small, private commercialized plots,
and the small working class was conscious of its position, but apparently
so only to the point where it would seek economic concessions from the
ruling system, as it did, with some militancy, during the mid-1930s.
Much of the intelligentsia was militant and critical, but it had not helped
to cultivate any revolutionary tradition in Greece. Finally, once the middle
class and bourgeois elements of EAM saw the fighting in the streets of
Athens of December 1944 between the guerrillas of ELAS and the men
"This is an expression used by the American General Van Fleet, who oversaw
the Greek regular army in its action against the guerrillas in 1949. He used it in
regard to the anti-guerilla operations near the border of northern Greece. Quoted
by Iatrides in footnote 87, p. 391, of Greece.
'*The social composition of EAM cannot be determined precisely. However,
on the basis of some secondary descriptions of the movement, and through the
recognition of its size (750,000-two million members out of a total population of
seven million) in relation to a general class breakdown of interwar Greece, a
reasonable picture can be drawn.
441ondros, p. 39.
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in "decent" uniforms, they knew at least which way they would not go,
as they probably also gladly thought they knew who would have the
upper hand. The point is that there was no revolutionized mass element
in EAM. If there was a core, it consisted of peasants and urban and rural
wage laborers, but these were not developed revolutionary ingredients. It
is certainly true that none of these elements wanted the reestablishment
of a monarchical dictatorship—the main political rallying point was prorepublican. But no element in the movement was sufficiently prepared to
defend that stance.
Even if there had been a more developed and militant core in EAM,
it is quite possible that the structure and policy of the KKE would have
stifled the spontaneous action for which it might have been bound. The
hierarchical structure of the party, at least in the cities, was that of a
pyramid built on atomized cells." In this system, the rank-and-file could
receive directions from the top echelons of the party, but were not able
to communicate extensively with each other about whatever collective
purpose might be generated. Most probably, only if the KKE leadership
had willed it would there have been anything approaching a final revolutionary move. However, the KKE was under the direction of Stalin,
who, at least as far as Greece was concerned, was under the power of
Churchill and the Allies. Thus, as the German evacuation was taking
place, EAM sat in Greece, with much past strength as a radical resistance
movement, but now only largely vulnerable to provocations and prone to
confused moves vis-l-vis its potential as a postwar political alternative.
The KKE's popular front tactics and its kind of organization were, appropriate to underground work and resistance, but not for final revolutionary
action. At the Fifth Plenum of the KKE in January of 1949, an official
condemnation was leveled against the "right-wing opportunistic deviations"
of the occupation period." This pertained directly to the radical resistance, but non-revolutionary, character of EAM. However, the "deviation"
was from certain rhetorical theses which were relevant to Greece and
beyond, but it was not from the historical conditions themselves.
The crucial variable in the picture was the strength of the western
capitalist system to which much of Greece was subjected. It had brought
Greece under its submission over a long period, and then rejuvenated
itself during and after the Second World War. For the duration of that
rejuvenation period, an underlying radical potential came to life in
Greece. But, as described above, that' manifestation came through a rift
made by forces finally beyond local control. By this analysis, the prolonged
civil war is seen as the violent process of uprooting something which, in
comparative political, social, and economic and cultural terms, was
thoroughly radical. Through various means, the conservative BritishGreek-American alliance aimed to eliminate sociologically the agents and
institutions of that radical alternative.
,

"Stavrianos, "EAM: A Study," p. 46, footnote 16. Also see Nicos Svoronos,
"Greek History, 1940-1950: The Main Problems" in Greece, pp. 3-4.
"Stavrianos, footnote 7, p. 43.
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MIDDLE AGE
On the eve when buds were breaking, I found myself, I remember, in a
wooded place.
The earth was mountainous,
awakened by rain.
The trees, naked and leafless, seemed barely to exist,
Barely perceptible in the light, as though in darkness.
There did I stand in my first youth
With an old man leaning upon me heavily.
Half upon me like some bloated parasite:
Solemn, dressed in black,
like something I wore in mourning.
And I wept as though in mourning, with uncontrollable weeping,
As though my heart wanted to abort
The rest of my body.
There was not a soul in sight,
So all-pervading the light, so untreated the world.

THE RAT MONSTER
Fat as a hare, but with rat-like
Behavior—in reality we knew nothing
Of its behavior or its size:
Barely glimpsed, it vanished and left us
With the sensation of a shadow, or a lost poem.
It was evident that it must be exterminated,
Because shadows and poems—as we know—drive one mad ...
Cats, traps, rat-poison—we tried them all.
Even the priest came to exorcise our house with holy water.
Finally we were forced to set the place on fire.
We saw it tearing through the lawns in flames
With nightmarish leaps, as in the mouth of a gigantic cat.
It was a poem again, if you wish.
Not the dark, the unearthly shudder,
But the authentic portrayal of terrestial horror.
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THE HONEYBEE
Have you ever wanted to magnify
With the freedom of a child,
Something microscopic
That you might give it a corresponding affection,
The great affection that possesses you?
This happened to me once with a honeybee ...
History is about to blow up, and there are times
When in doing this or that I turn
Toward the window; see how the revolver
Grows larger every moment
Above paralyzed mankind
Like a black cloud.
Meanwhile a tranquil honeybee,
A backward child of ours—
With the retardation of thousands of centuries—
Struggles to bury the stiff
Body of another bee.
Why? Don't honeybees have fathers or brothers?
Meanwhile a sun, equal
To everyday reality,
Reveals a balcony, a festival,
Forces eyes to defend themselves from the light
While History, as it keeps on murdering insects,
Continually proceeds further on to die ...
It's not possible, you'll agree,
To offer one's condolences to a honeybee
As to a reasoning creature,
To a child, even; save only
With—how shall we put it?—incommunicable, inward
Utterly schizophrenic condolences.
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THE DORMITORY
It was a light uninvited, a sun.
The day burned on the window-slats, all things burned
Like kindling wood,
The fuel of this world: huts, mansions,
Leaving only the day to exist,
Only the day to be seen ...

The bonds of sleep,
The absurd bonds of night,
Were still holding strong in the dormitory;
The curtains immovable, heavy,
Red from the sun outside,
Shone like a lantern in the darkness, while
The light dawned with difficulty through the slats
On the walls, the embossed ornaments,
On row after row of beds from which,
In the illusion of night, there would sometimes come
Odd screams—the amplified
Delirium of man.
I don't know how many beds there were,
I only knew an endless succession, a rhythm,
A sad rule;
They reminded one suddenly of graves
Marked, one after the other,
With low, human mounds.
Then I observed with terror how one
Mound varied from the other,
You'd think according to the way
The consciousness of each person had been found strangled,
According as to how his last movement
Or spasm in. the teeth of sleep had brought it about.
Yet a perfect knowledge of life was needed
To distinguish under the bedcovers
—Even though each one was dissimilar,
From the saint's to the thief's,
From the tyrant's to the martyr's or the hero's—
The many postures of man.
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And even more so of those who had lost
Every distinguishing bearing,
Bent or plasticity; of those who had lived
Their lives in small movements,
Leaving behind furtive marks on paper,
Furtive impressions on a woman's body
And I, both inside and outside the dormitory,
Like the two facades of the wall, wanted
The curtains to vanish
Like a low cloud,
The magnetized sun to spread on all things,
The dormitory to shine from the world outside;
The mounds here and there
To begin moving one by one,
While others eroded and flattened out,
As here and there the speakers appeared
Hesitantly, tentatively,
In response to the light.
And I wanted the darkness to be healed by light,
As I might wish, on some other occasion
—Who knows in what different poem—
The light to be healed by darkness,
When one of the two becomes deprivation,
And the other, abundance.
I don't have anything to envy in life
I only envy the holiday feast,
The extended celebration;
And then at other times the ascetic's hole in the ground
Who in the permanent denial of the world
Is missing nothing.
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THE TERMINUS
As she was leaving, Hilary put
In my hand the end of a string.
Wind it, she said. Perhaps you'll find me
At the other end. I began to wind and wind.
And so I passed through continents and countries,
Some nearer the sun and others further off,
Winding, always winding.
I passed through "winds and peoples,"
Took part in a war, two revolutions,
Became a dockhand, a priest, an investigator,
A tax collector, a gang boss;
I married many times, had children,
Whom I left behind me in their countries,
And continued to wind and wind.
At last I came to the end one morning
To discover that the string terminated
Around the neck of a cat—yes! 0 my children,
And saw in what my road had terminated ...
When I turned the corner of that other house
Since then I've been living with that cat.
I've become accustomed to her as once to Hilary.
She has the pride of her species,
Irrevocability of purpose,
Irrevocability of movement and achievement,
Then unexpectedly she walks like a shadow:
At times she becomes so shadowy that truly
She frightens me; but then she rounds out again
And pounces on whatever I throw her, ball or bone.
At times, when she sprawls out at night on the rug
With feet, head and tail tucked up under her body,
Like something poured out on the floor
—Eyes barely floating—
I feel them following me
As though Hilary and she were there
Behind two keyholes.
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At times when I'm reading some philosopher
—Philosophy is my passion—
Holding the book on my knees,
She suddenly leaps straight upon me,
Her face confronting my face,
Solemn and serious, her tail
Between two pages like a marker.
She stares at me, offering up her muzzle
As though about to utter, with human voice,
The Supreme Word; the noise
Of the city is interrupted; at last
I'll learn where Hilary is; but then,
Changing her mind, she starts licking herself again.
I turn back to philosophy.
But there are times when, weeping or sighing
While leaning my cheek on her belly,
I hear, in the tumult of hours,
Hollow sounds as though someone
Was reprimanding me for my entire life,
But without rancor; indeed, with leniency.
O Hilary, I hear you, I hear you.
And who knows whether your voice, this reprimand
—Tender though just—is not, in, the end,
That Supreme Word which,
Out of the habit of believing in mouths,
I awaited from a mouth—even though, in my desolation,
From a cat's; but the Word
Was born out of a belly, not out of a mouth.
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POET OF OUR TIMES OR THE TRANSCENDENCE
Three unknown creatures sat opposite me, three rogues.
I might have dealt with each of them separately,
But the three together amassed dimensions, one from the other.
I gazed on the failure of our species, the irrevocable
Which began as a joke,
A misfire, a good evening
Amid primordial vegetation,
Unless they were images of a distorting mirror,
The triptych of a newly-formed worship,
The living advertisement of a horror film.
O horror, intensity of life!
The head of a corpse under a broad, brand new cap.
It cursed on and on like something starved
Or like a pincers a hand kept snapping.
The second, disproportionately wide, slept,
A baby's mouth that kept sucking, with a thread of saliva at the end.
I counted fifteen fingers.
Never mind the third.
Let it remain a permanent conjecture.
That unknown thing you pray you may never see!
They are still sitting opposite me, in spite
Of all conjurations and signs of the cross—not so much a positive threat
As being deprived of the world as we would have liked it.
Those three scarecrows—a single frustration:
Let us say the street behind them, the light
Still dripping from the storm,
Or a woman, a moon, a festival—
Faces that pass by as though they had been kissed.
But Paradise more accurately, concentration
Of all these, and Transcendence.
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But for the poet, before this triple spectacle,
The demand for Paradise
Is never so strong
As when he believes it to be lost irrevocably.
Not the woman again, not the light,
(If they were sometimes to fall by his sword),
All the deformations, the deprivations, the bugbears,
But Paradise itself, the antithetical intensity of our lives.
And since he needs to be nourished on glory,
And since no other halo rose behind his rude head
After that of his youth had set;
(Since he is neither hero nor prophet
Nor even legendary lover)
Let this irreconcilable demand for Paradise
(The more irreconcilable in time the more hopeless it is)
Be his sole glory and his humanity
As he confronts the nightmare with conjurations and curses
Or a futile sign of the hand.
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THE SEEING-EYE DOG
Its eyes are full of intelligence,
But it doesn't seem to look:
As though the world were a secondary thing
—The large streets, the factories, the missiles—
Somewhat out of focus; such are
The eyes of those who suffer
Or of those who raise their heads
From their sad reading.
It had gained weight at the end of the leash
Since it had continually to adjust
Its stride to its master's needs.
It does not leap, it does not bark.
Giving of its life for so many years
—Like the saint or the poet—
To a lost cause which drags on and on.
It too has become a lost cause.

MARINE SPECIES
They have no eyes or other sense organs.
They remind one of prematurely born babies.
Soft mouths that open and close rhythmically.
Mouths of embryos or the deseased in a coma.
Affronting us with their embryonic appearance
They seem difficult to fight, like a premonition,
A message from who knows what wombs,
Calling our experience into question and jolting us.
Out of water their increased infirmity
Invokes a nightmare; in time
They overwhelm the familiar things of this world
Until the entire world becomes a nightmare.
They appeared in our seas but recently.
They are not referred to in earlier sources.
The situation holds us—all of us local fishermen—
In an indescribable agony.
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CONSTRUCTION IN SPACE
The room seemed emptied by the sun.
Here and there an exception:
A dim corner of furniture or a dress
Vividly colored, standing or moving
Like a ghost, a hallucination.
Perfect mixture of the world with light.
When love is beautiful
With the beauty of the sun, the beauty
Of violets and white flowers,
Having no beauty of its own—
When the sun, that fell headlong
Like Lucifer himself before the eyes
Of the crowd, still had
The remoteness of stars, the right distance
For life or for love.
Meanwhile the sun fell — the inexorable
Law of gravity.
In time it became one sixtieth of the vault.
In time it became one fifth.
In time, after years and years, in time...
The room in complete darkness:
An airtight, intact reality.
Raising the edge of the curtain,
I saw through the shutters for a moment
The world invisible in its incandescence.
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CRANE AND VULTURE
The senile, emaciated, incapable crane watches the vulture descending
In large unequal circles.
The inevitable—repressed and vague—gained in distinctness continually
Like an image in a photographer's lens.
The crane assigned to an ancient role, the vulture to another,
Meet in the same tragedy.
Yes, I have somewhere seen that glance before.
It would say /, even now as always, as when it emerged from the egg,
Or in springtime, at love's luring call.
As though it knew of nothing else in the world.
I've never seen a creature so forgotten by zoology, a life more
ignored by biology.
Only poetry remained faithful to it.
There is a womb that emits vultures, generation after generation,
Similar in every detail: the claws, the beaks.
There is a womb that emits cranes, the most common, the most
stereotyped cranes.
Blameless are the wombs, vessels without volition.
Whoever created these wombs is responsible for the tragedy.
And wherever Tragedy exists, there Poetry is.
Translated by Kimon Friar

Against "The Violent Power of
Knowledge"
by RODERICK BEATON

The special double issue of the Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora
(Vol. X, Nos. 1 & 2), devoted to the poet C.P. Cavafy, ends with a
blockbusting tour-de-force by Vassilis Lambropoulos entitled, "The Violent Power of Knowledge: The Struggle of Critical Discourses for Domination over Cavafy's 'Young Men of Sidon, A.D. 400' " (pp. 149-166).
The artide opens with a challenge to modern Greek literary criticism
with which few would probably dissent: "the scholarly interest in the
disciplines of criticism . . . remains completely nonexistent in Greek
studies" (149). The case of Cavafy provides Lambropoulos with an
opportunity to examine, with disinterested aloofness, the ideological
assumption and competitive ambitions of Greek criticism over the past
fifty years, taking for its example one poem by Cavafy. A large part of
the article is then devoted to a detailed explication of Michel Foucault's
theory of the history of ideas, called, after Nietzsche, "genealogy," and
this rigid and highly theoretical template is then fitted (one might almost
say violently) over the Greek critical discourses that have taken Cavafy's
poem for their object. Lambropoulos divides these rather too neatly into
three groups—the patriotic moralist, the biographical intentionalist, and the
symbolist formalist—which his model requires him to see as locked in
anthropomorphic combat for domination and the claim to sole, true
knowledge. Lambropoulos's artide ends with a refusal to enter the arena
and offer an alternative reading of Cavafy or even to suggest how or
why, after all previous efforts have been so rigorously debunked, one might
read Cavafy at all.
There are several things that one might take exception to in this
article: an arrogance of tone that lapses at times into the worst excesses
of personal libel to which traditional Greek criticism has sadly been prone
(footnotes 2, 6, 7) ; and a liberal sprinkling of catch-phrases or diches
that serve as indices, for the initiated, of structuralist and post-structuralist theoreticians whose work is not, like that of Foucault, explicitly relevant to the argument (for example, "full presence" (149)
Derrida;
"a hysterical 'anxiety of influence' and 'fear of belatedness' " (160)
Harold Bloom; "writerly desire" (162, n. 6) and "the erotics of writing"
(164)
Barthes). No less irritating are locutions of moral outrage when
applied to something as abstract as critical discourses, in an essay which
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claims to eschew humanism and traditional value judgments altogether.
It is no more than quaint to read that "the poem does not exist but is
rather produced by historically specific discursive practices that are intellectual exercises of explicatory power and juridical terror" (166, my
emphasis), or that "they were all predatory, despotic, oppressive, totalitarian readings trapped in the relentless struggle of explications for domination" (166) ; but it is offensive as well as misleading to be told that
Seferis's contemporaries found, in his writing, "the impassionate (sic)
defense of fascist nationalism" (161). "Fascist" here can only be meant
in its loosest possible sense as a term of abuse.
But it is none of these objections that has prompted this reply. It is
Lambropoulos's sweeping annihilation of the poet and his texts, and of
criticism as anything other than an exercise in "juridical terror." Cavafy
and his poem merely provide the excuse for Lambropoulos's diatribe,
which goes far beyond pointing up the limitations and ideological blinkers
that afflicted earlier Greek criticism on Cavafy, to brand the whole discipline of literary criticism as "exclusive, repressive, and prohibitive"
(165). The language of the piece imposes an incongruous analogy between critical discourses and the politics of totalitarian states, as if reading Seferis's essays on Cavafy were equivalent to a dose of castor oil from
Mussolini's henchmen. Whether intended or not (and "Lambropoulos"
—see n. 3 and the final sentence of his article—has scant regard for
authorial intentions), the artide does not merely show up the limitations
of critics, accusing individuals of base motives, but of criticism as a discipline. And since literature only apparently exists to provide a pretext
for this exercise in pointless repression, little reason remains either for
producing it or for reading it.
Which brings me to my fundamental quarrel with "The Violent
Power of Knowledge": that it is not merely "polyvalent" but actually
dishonest. Language is used in such a way as to foist existing critical
discourses with the characteristics of totalitarian political systems, but
totalitarianism is only truly apparent in Lambropoulos's own article. The
image presented of Seferis (or "Seferis") who "devoted all his energy
and cunning, and fought persistently . . . by embezzling and . . . by
attacking Cavafian techniques of writing" (161) can only be seen as a
rather strained metaphor—it is irreconcilable with anything that we may
reasonably deduce about Seferis's conscious activities, and it willfully
ignores the perception frequently made explicit in Seferis's poetry and
criticism of the relation of one poet's work to another. But both the
language and the kind of behavior referred to are apt enough to describe
Lambropoulos's simultaneous attempt to debunk and appropriate Greek
critical discourse on Cavafy in his article. It may be suggested that traditional critical discourses are not "predatory, despotic, oppressive, totalitarian," because when they competed they did so on equal terms: for one
critical approach to prevail over another, it had to prove itself in the same
arena as its predecessors, it had to demonstrate that it possessed explanatory power with regard to a text. Thus the relation of traditional critical
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discourses to one another can more credibly be seen as one of Platonic
dialogue or Hegelian dialectic. Totalitarianism only raises its head at the
point where all other parties in the state are branded as totalitarian.
A second dishonesty in Lambropoulos's argument lies in its nihilism.
If criticism is and can only be what the author claims, then it has nothing
of even temporary validity or subjective integrity to say about literature
or the world. And once this has been established (violently? repressively ?),
there is nothing more worth saying about criticism either. If Lambropoulos
believed what he wrote, there would have been no purpose in his writing
it, since criticism, including his, is pointless and reprehensible. The writing
of such an article is an act of intellectual self-immolation that finally
turns out to have been a spectacular piece of stagecraft. At the end of
GOtterdimmerung, the principles return to take their bow: as the embers
of literary criticism fade, Lambropoulos's article remains securely in print,
the author still at his post as an assistant professor of literature.
I should like to conclude this refutation by offering some positive
counter-suggestions. It would be possible, to borrow a phrase from
Lambropoulos, to see his article as merely symptomatic of a widely-diagnosed crisis in literary studies. I should prefer, however, to confront that
crisis here only as it affects Greek literary studies, and particularly in the
form of the challenge posed by "The Violent Power of Knowledge."
1. Criticism is a discourse that has the literary text as its object, and
it is related inextricably to the wider discourse whose object is the phenomenon of literature (literary history, poetics, the sociology of literature). Self-referential criticism (the criticism of criticism) can only be
an adjunct of these discourses, justified ultimately by reference back to
the object. Authors, texts, and critics all exist, I would maintain, outside
of quotation marks, and the critic has a well-defined task of explicating
the phenomenon either of the individual text or corpus, or of literature
in a more abstract sense, in terms of fullness, economy, and explanatory
power. (It is here, it may be suggested, rather than in ingenious analogies
with Saussurean linguistics, that the literary scholar and his linguistic
counterpart have most in common.) There are therefore better and worse
readings of texts and theories of literature. The goal of the perfect explication (comprehensive, concise, explanatory) is surely a legitimate
one, although it can probably never be attained, as the relations among
text, reader, and critic are constantly changed by literary and extraliterary developments.
2. The denial of "authentic knowledge" and consequent satisfaction
of wallowing in a potentially endless chain of "interpretations of interpretations," etc. (166), is an orthodoxy of formalism, structuralism, and
the post-structuralism of Derrida and Foucault. It is tempting sometimes
to see this cynically, in terms of a restrictive practice in an industry where
academic critics in the major literatures now seem to outnumber producers
of literature. Self-referentiality may be seen as a way out of an employment impasse, a lazy alternative to diversification into lesser-known literatures, lesser-known areas of major literatures, and wider-ranging studies
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of literary problems. Be that as it may, a central concept in this orthodoxy
is that of ' intertextuality," the complex range of processes through which
literary texts act upon the production of other literary texts, and refer
very often not to the external or "objective" world but to one another.
This concept has done much to free literary relationships from the
narrow and often pejorative emphasis on influence (with its implication
of conscious intentions and sometimes even of procedures of dubious
propriety, such as the "embezzling" previously mentioned). But the
idea of literature as a self-contained system with no external referentiality
(and still more so of criticism) raises new doubts about the status of
literature which cannot be answered within the discourse of structuralism
or post-structuralism except by tacit recourse to trade restrictive practices:
"we're here because we're here."
Obviously, the study of literature involves extensive tracing of relationships between texts, and I would not quarrel with the broadly
structuralist notion that it is only in relation to other things that things
acquire meaning. But the credo that literature does not refer to life at
all, but only to other literature, does not have to be taken seriously. It
could be argued that for anyone who has ever read a book, "life," or the
outside world as that person perceives it, is the referent of literary texts.
And when, from the early nineteenth century on, literature began increasingly to treat of writers, artists, and artworks as the object of its discourse
(Wordsworth's epic on the growth of a poet's mind, Joyce's Stephen
Dedalus and the "bard's snotrag," in a related medium Wagner's Die
Meistersinger von Nfirnberg), this need not be seen as a growing selfreferentiality of art so much as a consistent and finally successful campaign by the producers of art to have themselves and their works recognized as part of the "outside world" of which they wrote. No artist of
the period seems to have attempted this more determinedly than Cavafy,
and the poem "Young Men of Sidon, A.D. 400," which Lambropoulos
effectively ignores as his pretext, surely dramatizes in extremely subtle
terms this claim of the artist and the artwork to be considered a worthy
component of "life," to be weighed in the same balance with fighting
against Dates and Artaphernes. The balance is unstable in the poem,
hence to some extent the 'Variant interpretations that Lambropoulos adduces to prove the deficiency of humanist criticism; but what is not in
doubt is that the two things, esthetic art and fighting for one's country
and liberty, are claimed by the poem as worthy of comparison. Finally,
it may be suggested that if literature does not directly reflect or tell us
about the world in which we Live, it is nonetheless through the medium
of literature that a large part of our cultural perception of that world is
acquired.
3 Lambropoulos's disavowal of humanism derives from Nietzsche
and Foucault, and so belongs to a far wider controversy than can be
entered upon here. But the banishment of humanism, and of the concern
of both writer and critic with moral issues which is central to the
humanist understanding of literature, becomes the more disturbing when
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morality is reintroduced into the discourse in disguised form. If Seferis
uses "cunning" and "embezzles," if traditional critical enterprises are supported by "false and dangerous ideals" and are "predatory, despotic,
oppressive," all of these loaded terms rely entirely for their reception
on an assumption of the humanist, bourgeois moral values which Lambropoulos seeks to banish. Humanist concerns and the relation of literature to morality cannot be got rid of so easily, it appears. Nor should
they, since in the very loose sense in which Lambropoulos (and I) use
the term "humanism," it is almost synonymous with the institution of
literature. And such studies as exist of the genesis and origins of that
institution indicate that literature has grown and developed out of religion and ritual, out of practices and beliefs central to the maintenance of
social relations and individual morality. It would seem at best perilous,
at worst dishonest, to seek to deny that relationship. The moral naiveté
of Apostolakis and Varnalis is not sufficient justification to conclude that
morality is naive.
The foregoing are statements of present belief, made in order to
amplify and explain the grounds of my opposition to Lambropoulos.
Such "explicatory power" as they may possess is power to explain, not
power of the explanation over someone or something else; and they are
unsupported by "juridical terror." But if Lambropoulos's real purpose was
to provoke constructive debate, rather than, as appears, deconstructively
to foreclose it, then I am probably not the only one to be grateful for
his challenge.

Resisting on "The Power of Knowledge
and the Knowledge of Power"
by VASSILIS LAMBROPOULOS

The noble Brutus
Hath told you Caesar was ambitious;
If it were so, it was a grievous fault,
And grievously bath Caesar answer'd it.

Lambropoulos quoted Shakespeare, nodding in agreement as he finished the paper. The envelope containing it had his correct address but
instead of his name it was simply directed "Against 'The Violent Power
of Knowledge.' " Lambropoulos was not totally sure that he was the
right person to receive it, so he kindly asked the postman who brought
it to stand for a second at the door of his apartment, till the addressee
could be perhaps identified by a second reading of the 'printed matter'
enclosed.
Lambropoulos was slightly perplexed. The author had the indiscretion
to use his name many times without quotation marks, but he realized
that in fact the paper made references to quite a few LambropuIi—a new
species?—and that increased his embarrassment: was he one of them, at
least one of the possible receivers? was he part of the party criticized?
The text was confusing in its desperate personification of ideas. "Who
are you," inquired the postman, who was growing impatient. "Call me
Ishmael," snapped the other. "That's none of your business. Your job is
to understand codes, apply rules, and read signs—not to discover real
persons or trace intentions. In this respect, you are like me, a professional
interpreter. We both forget about individual identities, trying only to
deliver messages: we perform, we do not explain." "That is true," agreed
the postman thoughtfully. "I would be interested to see what you can do
with this paper."
Ishmael started slowly, structuring his reasoning. The text is (self-?)
attributed to one "Beaton." First, let's bracket his name and render it
phonetically, so that we can get rid of intruding questions of authorship,
biography, intentionality, motivation, and others of similar irrelevance.
Let's blur the voice of the writer by using his name as a sign: tbiytn).
Through this strategic use of the sign, we can proceed to re-textualize
his "statements of present belief" and examine their "power to explain"
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in its hermeneutic context from an appropriately political viewpoint. By
bracketing the name, we cross out the author' and attend to the discursiveness of the language which speaks his authority. Now, after having
proven our "disinterested aloofness," we can look for the addressee.
The first Lambropulus encountered in the paper is the writer responsible for another paper called "The Violent Power of Knowledge."
Ishmael knew that this one was not he, since he ended his own text
under the same title with an explicit abdication of any authorian ownership or privilege: "I am not `I'." He had no wish to take credit for a
"blockbusting tour-de-force" and pretend that it was an achievement of
his individual talent. He refused to identify with that figure and receive
the paper, conceeding that his was the voice behind the text. Texts are
commodities which do not belong to anybody in particular.
Another Lambropulus was attacked in the series of forceful objections
that followed: dearly, [biytn) was offended by his "arrogance of tone,"
"excesses of personal libel," "liberal sprinkling of catch-phrases," and
other violations of philological decorum. The species accused was the
scholar, who is normally expected to conform to the prevailing exegetical
practices that defend decency and protect mediocrity from questions irritating the insecurities of their legitimacy. Ishmael noticed the cross-eyed
persistence of [biytn) in ignoring quotation marks, which made him unable to distinguish between the signified, the name, and the person—let's
say `Seferis,' Seferis, and Seferiades. He also noticed his anxious eagerness
to be counted among "the initiated" by providing the sources of current
"cliches"—and duly acknowledged his success. At the same time, he
pointed to the failure of {biytn) to understand the pivotal concept of
intertextuality, and his unfortunate lapse into influence-chasing: how
could he attribute securely the 'full presence' to Derrida and not, say,
Heidegger ? the 'fear of belatedness' to Bloom and not to Bate? the
`writerly desire' to Barthes and not to Kristeva or . . . or . . .? Ishmael
wanted to say that in his paper he was simply forthright and unpretentious. But {biytn} says he was ambitious; and {biytn} is an honourable
man.
On the other hand, Ishmael felt that he had tried to expose the
ontological fallacies of orthodox philological scholarship and had expressed actively his indifference toward the conventional expectations of
those who claim exclusive knowledge for their profession. Obviously,
he could not receive this paper as a scholar, since his own had defied the
proprieties which downgrade literary interpretations to humble footnotes
serving masterpieces.
A third Lambropulus becomes the target of the author's outrage
against what he perceives as the annihilation of criticism—and this new
one must be a critic, thought Ishmael. {biytn) blames him for imposing
"an incogruous analogy between critical discourses and the politics of
totalitarian states," and wonders about the purposes of producing or
reading literature any longer, if this depiction of things is correct. He
even reprimands him for dishonesty and totalitarianism. Ishmael felt
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mildly amused. Of course we are not producing or reading literature:
we are just consuming 'literature' by applying specific (e.g., in modern
times aesthetic) interpretive practices. Why worry about it? It exists only
as a cultural institution. Significantly, there was no word in the paper
about the nature, the constitution, and the operation of critical discourses,
no concern about the politics of interpretation—only a moralistic and
alarmist attempt to rescue its reputation from ideological taint. Behind
the noble vision of a "Platonic dialogue or Hegelian dialectic," he could
see the imminent threat of the Platonic Republic and the Hegelian State
loom large—hence his own concern about the totalitarian politics of states:
it was the state, not any "other parties," that he branded as totalitarian.
Ishmael found himself in agreement with the opinion that "for one
critical approach to prevail over another [ it had to demonstrate that
it possessed explanatory power with regard to a text"—which of course
accounts for the invention and establishment of texts and canons: this is
precisely what drew them to fierce competition. He himself had focused
his critique against the notion of the autonomous text, foregrounding its
historicity by outlining the history of its successive appropriations. As a
genealogist of interpretations, he had no interest invested in saving
'Cavafy' from abuse or oblivion. But [biytn) says he was dishonest; and
[biytn) is an honourable man.
The next Lambropulus invented happened to be an assistant professor
who was too accused of dishonesty: instead of observing the logical
consequences of his alleged nihilism and committing suicide, he was
holding to his post and publishing his views. Only now did Ishmael
start grasping the plot of the paper in his hands: [biytn) was arraying
a series of established and commonly acceptable subjective positions,
trying to lure him into one and trap him under a label or category or
role. Unable to deal with philosophical ideas and methodological problems, he was building an insidious argumentum ad hominem by provoking Ishmael to come out and identify himself. "Who are you," [biytn)
would like to ask personally the principals of Gritterdammerung, and
what makes you think you can sing ?"—thus effectively diverting any
suspicions about the institutionality of opera. Ishmael had assumed that
exercises in prosopopoia like this one were impossible after the last scene
of the Chereau production of Der Ring, where the massive anonymity
and the pervasive historicity of the crowd facing the audience stunningly
presented the intersubjectivity of discourse.
Any results ?," interrupted the postman.
I speak not to disprove what Brutus spoke,
But here I am to speak what I do know.

Ishmael recited flatly. Obviously, he did not care whom the sign
[bityn] stood for; but only because he wanted the envelope delivered
properly did he voice the question: whom is [biytn] beating? Not him,
at least not in this case. Accidentally, he was a university professor, but
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not one who found criticism "pointless and reprehensible"; on the contrary, he believed that there is much worth saying about criticism exactly
because, for some time, it had been pretending that it had something
"of even temporary validity or subjective integrity to say about literature
or the world." Therefore, he could not receive this paper. But he was
able to see clearly the intrigue, how [biytn] was striving to subjectize
and consequently subject him-to turn him from no(t)one to some-one.
He had to resist. But [biytn] says he was arrogant; and [biytn] is an
honourable man.
The rest of the paper left him entirely unmoved and indifferent. Its
largest part was devoted to a regressive defense of humanism which these
days could be taken seriously only as a parody in its belated advocacy
of a Ptolemaic order of texts and hierarchy of values. To insist (contra
Gadamer, Feyerabend, Kuhn, Rorty, Cavell, Derrida, Foucault, Fish,
Eagleton, . . .) that "authors, texts and critics all exist [ outside of
quotation marks" even ignorance cannot justify. What then? Ishmael
froze: he felt the cold hand of the secret police of academic criticism
searching for his ideological identification card and heard [biytn]'s
beatification of the subject interrogate his beliefs: what is your purpose,
"to provoke constructive debate" or "deconstructively to foreclose it"?
are you for or against us? do you support or do you condemn criticism?
Ishmael summoned his courage and decided to keep resisting on.
When he discovered the last Lambropulus presented in the paper, he
was well prepared. After being called upon and asked to apologize as an
author, a scholar, a critic, and a professor, finally he was now identified
as a moral consciousness—and put on trial. He refused to respond. He
was not interested in the game but in its presuppositions, not in texts
but in practices, not in works but in interpretations, not in persons but
in discourses, not in truth but in institutions, not in morality but in
ethics—not in values but in their (Nietzschean) genealogy and re-evaluation. He refused to be treated as a subject, to be pushed into a prearranged subjective position sanctified by [biytn]'s Beatitudes which
allowed for legalized violence, the "power to explain"; he would resist
subjectification and subjection not as an idealist revolutionary but as a
sophist: by subverting the game opposing the rules, confusing the players,
provoking the audience. His "real purpose" was anti-agonistic: achieving
not the importance of being [biytn] but the integrity of not being any
Lambropulus. He intended to resist on.
The postman decided that the paper was undeliverable. "Should I
return it to sender ?" Ishmael disagreed:
0 masters! if I were disposed to stir
Your hearts and minds to mutiny and rage,
I should do Brutus wrong and Cassius wrong,
Who, you all know, are honorable men.
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And then he suggested: "No, just publish it; and I will send him a
copy of Derrida's La Carte Postale. Ours is the post-age." He was again
in a good mood. "Would you stay for some Wagner," he proposed
spontaneously, adding: "How about the Immolation Scene?" The postman stood. "Have you got any Sex Pistols?" he asked. "What kind of
music are you into?" Ishmael wanted to know. The postman was standing at the door, at the threshold, at the margin, like a radical difference:
a resolute experiencing of borders. "We are not into music," he retorted;
"we are into chaos."

From Grammos to Tet:
American Intervention in Greece
and Beyond
"Review Essay"
by ELIAS VLANTON

American Intervention in Greece, 1943-1949 by LAWRENCE WITTIER.

Contemporary American History Series, William E. Leuchtenburg,
General Editor. New York: Columbia University Press, 1982.
xiv+445. $19.95. History.
Although it is common knowledge that fascism and the devastation
it brought to Europe was rooted in the Spanish Civil War, we have
forgotten the source of America's postwar policy. The battles of Vitsi
and Grammos, fought on the ragged mountains of northern Greece
between poorly armed guerrillas and American-advised Greek soldiers,
are as closely linked to America's entire Cold War policies culminating
in the intervention in Vietnam as the march of Franco into Madrid was
to the Blitzkreig. The Greek Civil War was the first U.S. military intervention of the Cold War, and the boldness of our foreign policy, at least
until Vietnam, stems directly from the Greek "success."
Lawrence Wittner has written a book that will force a complete
break with all previous scholarship on the Greek Civil War, as well
as make an important contribution to U.S. historiography on the postwar
period. Making extensive use of recently available American and British
archives, and previously published accounts, Wittner's book details a
degree of American involvement in Greece that will surprise even
the most cynical. I have worked with many of the documents from
the military and diplomatic files that Wittner used, and I still find the
whole story, as he puts it together, amazing. Who would believe, for
example, that the American embassy wrote speeches for the Greek prime
minister, or that the original Greek government request for American
aid "to fight external aggression" that launched the Truman Doctrine
was actually drafted in Washington? American Intervention in Greece
would be good if it were only a compilation of the most revealing documents of the period, but the book also weaves the documents into an
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understanding of American policy not only in Greece but since Greece:
American intervention in Greece was the predecessor of American involvement in Vietnam and El Salvador.
Beginnings
By the time of the withdrawal of the German forces in October
1944, the major wartime resistance movement in Greece, the National
Liberation Front (EAM-ELAS) had a membership of perhaps one and
one-half million out of a total Greek population of seven and one-half
million, and was supported by the majority of the population. While its
leadership was largely communist, EAM represented the largest popular
movement since the creation of the modern Greek state. By December
1949, five years later, the entire left had been completely defeated and
its last supporters were escaping across Greece's northern borders to
Albania, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria.
Between these two dates lies the Truman Doctrine, proclaimed in
March 1947. In the postwar conflict, •the United States, although it
emerged as the strongest nation in the world, was still unsure of its
ability to control events and the final configuration of the postwar
world. With the subsequent defeat of the Greek guerrillas, the United
States believed it had a model by which to defeat radical and nationalist
movements abroad that threatened its interests. America intervened in
every area of Greek life: labor, politics, economics, the military, and
police forces. The American restructuring of the Greek labor movement
is particularly instructive, for within two years all possibility of popular
will was eliminated.
In 1947, British and American embassy officials thought that an
impending trade union election would produce a communist leadership,
and the Americans refused to let the elections occur. Wittner quotes
from a dispatch to London by a British official that: "Mr [James]
Keeley [the American Embassy Counsellor) actually argued that if
free elections would produce a Communist dominated executive [committee] it would be better to have none and in answer to the suggestion
that this was hardly democratic, replied that ... it was proper to protect
them from electing Communists. Our argument that the latter were
elected as trusted trade union leaders of long standing merely produced
[the]. reply that the sooner they were removed the better" (p. 199).
After the British military withdrawal a year later, the U.S. no longer
had to consult with anyone. By that time, however, the communist
trade unionists were either dead, in jail, or in hiding, and the U.S.
launched, as it did in other European countries, a non-communist trade
union movement.
When the General Confederation of Labor (GSEE) trade union
congress met, at American urging, in March 1948, the meeting im-
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mediately broke into a fight between a moderate right-wing faction led
by John Patsantzis, and Fotis Makris, an extreme right-wing leader
funded by the Populist Party (p. 205). When the moderates prepared
to bolt from the Congress, threatening U.S. plans, Alan Strachan, an
American labor advisor with AMAG (the American Mission to Aid
Greece), refused to let them leave. "He and [Irving) Brown [the
AFL representative] insisted that the Makris and Patsantzis forces accept
an eight-point compromise program. Although Makris now dominated
the rump GSEE convention, the Americans retained the power to compel
his adherence, for AMAG had jurisdiction over ... funding the convention delegates. 'It did not take two minutes for us to make up our
minds,' recalled Strachan; 'no decision forthcoming from the Congress,
no money" (p. 213). Toward the end of the congress, it appeared that
Aristides Dimitratos, the fascist labor minister under the Metaxas
dictatorship—an unacceptable candidate in American eyes—might win a
majority of the delegate votes for the seat of secretary general of the
GSEE. "[The next day, before the balloting could resume, the Populist
Minister of Labor, having secured agreement from American officials,
rammed through parliament a law to change the election rules. Hereafter, the Secretary General would be elected by the GSEE executive,
which, in turn, would be elected at the convention by proportional
representation" (p. 213-214). Thus saved from the will of its members, the "free" Greek trade union movement was born—with American
help.
Another example of extraordinary American interference can be
found in the numerous governmental crises following the announcement of the Truman Doctrine in March of 1947. With the harrassment
and subsequent abstention of the left in the 1946 elections, the Greek
government came to represent only the right; but because a solely
right-wing government would have had little domestic support and
would have reinforced the view abroad that it had no legitimacy, the
Americans endeavored to bring about a coalition government. In
a meeting in Washington with the U.S. Secretaries of State, War,
Navy, Treasury, and many of their top aides, Dwight Griswold, who
was preparing to leave for his new post as chief of the American
Mission to Aid Greece (AMAG), expressed his belief that his "immediate task should be to change or reorganize the Greek Government"
(p. 104) . Two days later, in his instructions to Griswold, Secretary of
State Marshall said that ideally "members of the government should be
drawn from the political parties of the left, the center, and the right,
but not so far to the left that they are disposed to make concessions to,
or deals with, the Communists or so far to the right that they would
refuse to cooperate with non-Communists" to defeat the left (p. 105).
Thus, the Secretary of State wanted a government that would look
representative and legitimate in the eyes of the world, but still refuse
to negotiate with parties representing a significant number of Greeks.
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When the Populist Party refused to include the Liberals in a coalition, Griswold told a Tsaldaris associate that a solely Populist government would be "inadmissable" (p. 111). Later, American Ambassador
Lincoln MacVeagh told Tsaldaris, who was "alternately raging and
weeping," that Griswold meant "inadvisable," but a compromise did
not follow. After several days of continued bickering, the head of the
State Department's bureau of Near Eastern Affairs, Loy Henderson,
flew into Athens to take charge. He told Tsaldaris that, without a
broadened government, the U.S. "might well refuse [to) expend further
energies and resources on aid to Greece" (p. 111), and he asked the
king to bring all Greek political leaders together to form a center-right
coalition. The king was given a statement to read which he "proposed
to read as his own" (p. 112) Finally, the Populists agreed to make
Sophoulis prime minister, but the Americans were still concerned about
a government with Sophoulis as head. When Henderson asked what
kind of programs he had in mind, Sophoulis assured him that the
"main lines would be 'wildly anti-Communist' " (p. 112). In the ensuing
conversation, Henderson interrogated the octagenarian Sophoulis on
communism and world politics until it was agreed between the two
men that "individual ministers would be removed at US suggestion
if they [were) uncooperative."
"Appeasers" and "Fellow-Travelers"

Wittner's chapter on "Controlling Greek Politics," from which the
above is drawn, is filled with one degrading story after another. One
begins to wonder: were there not any political leaders in Greece of
any integrity who would not "rage and cry" in front of a foreign ambassador, or who would not agree to fire a minister if another government found him "uncooperative"? They existed, but they were not
permitted to play a role. One prominent centrist, Emmanuel Tsouderos,
who advocated amnesty, new elections, and a political solution to the
civil war, was described by the U.S. Embassy's Carl Rankin as "out in
left field" and an "appeaser." John Sofianopoulos, the Greek foreign
minister during 1945-1946, who also advocated a political solution to
the civil war, was called by Rankin a "virtual if somewhat independent
Soviet agent" (p. 132). Other centrists and liberals were equally blacklisted. As Wittner argues, "The problem with Liberals like Tsouderos,
Sofianopoulos, Dimitrios Lambrakis, and Nicholas Plastiras was not
that they were Communists or even 'fellow-travelers'; rather they were
simply not as anti-Communist as the Americans" (p. 134).
Any kind of coalition government reflecting Greek public opinion
would have introduced communists into Greek public life, even if only
as a significant minority. But the State Department believed that communists in Greek political life—even if they maintained a solely legal
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status—would constitute a hindrance to America's Cold War: they were
inadmissable. The American Embassy's Rankin wrote that a political
settlement would require "a promise of general elections carried out
under a government which would include, if not Communists, at least
certain champions of compromise and reconciliation between the East
and the West ... [There would have to be al long period of peace,
relative economic stability, and education before Communism is again
permitted legal existence in Greece." Scrawled in the margin of the
State Department copy of this document was the notation: "About one
century" (p. 134). Put simply, Washington wanted a government to
fulfill the strategic objectives of the United States, and not to bring
peace to Greek political life—that would have meant negotiations with
the communists, an end to state-sponsored terror, and a general amnesty.
In speaking of the relative responsibilities of the Greek and United
States governments, Rankin commented to the ambassador in late 1948:
"this country is in effect our instrument ... one which we are shaping
to use in the furtherance of our foreign policy. In speaking of Greek
'responsibilities' we must not forget that these are matters of detail;
the overriding responsibilities are ours."
The U.S. always claims to prefer moderate or coalition governments,
and yet heavy American involvement always encourages political domination by the extreme right. American aid to Greece resulted in the ruthless reigns of Tsaldaris and Papagos; the American effort in Vietnam
brought Ky and Thieu to power; while increased American attention to
El Salvador brings in a legitimated D'Aubisson. This apparent ambiguity is part of the dialectic of postwar America. Beginning with
intervention in Greece, an alliance was made between a moderate,
pragmatic, American liberalism and the emerging corporate/ military
state. The rapid growth of the American military, the subversion of
popular movements abroad, and international expansion by American
corporations was to be countenanced by these liberals since they believed
that an improved U.S. economy would result in the funding of liberal
domestic programs. The alliance of Cold War liberalism, of course,
evolved over time. The defeat of insurgent U.S. labor struggles from
1946-1949, and the isolation of the American left and progressives,
particularly after the rout of the Wallace presidential campaign in 1948,
resulted in the promotion of a pro-corporate, pro-interventionist liberal
ideology.
Cold War liberalism should be seen more as liberalism in the service
of the cold war, than as liberal principles restraining corporate and
military excesses. In order for liberals to justify the repression of the
corporate/military state, all opposition to it has to be delegitimized
and dehumanized. To justify the murderous repression of the Greek
left, for example, the only solution was to portray the communists as
heinous. The liberals' dehumanization of the opposition—whether communists, socialists, or nationalists—no doubt serves to increase their
,
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repression by the American national security state. In practical terms,
American intervention provides massive support for the military, police,
and other parts of the "security apparatus," and encourages those sectors
to enforce order. A coalition government is always good for the public
image, projecting the view of one great united effort against subversives,
but the military and paramilitary are the ones who get the killing done.
A scant six months after the announcement of the Truman Doctrine,
Prime Minister Sophoulis complained to a visiting U.S. congressional
delegation that the rightist military officers were already becoming a
"state within [the) state" (p. 241).
Greece and Vietnam

Vietnam parallels Greece. The signposts of American intervention
in Greece, the delegitimization of the opposition, the strengthening of
the military, and the resulting political polarization, are clearly marked
on the American road map of Vietnam. Vice-President and liberal cold
warrior Hubert Humphrey declared during a visit to South Vietnam early
in 1966 that the National Liberation Front "was unfit to be part of
any [South Vietnamese] government." Yet classified U.S. documents
indicated that the NLF had widespread support. Incidentally, shortly
after his visit, the Thieu-Ky junta began to suppress its internal noncommunist opposition.
As in Greece, American supervision of the South Vietnamese army
encouraged political polarization and military violence. In 1955, the
U.S. Military Aid and Advisory Group, MAAG, took over the training
and equipping of the South Vietnamese army, and General J. Lawton
Collins was especially pleased with "the dispatch and cold-blooded efficiency with which Diem had liquidated the Binh-Xuyen politicalmilitary challenge and neutralized the political opposition posed by the
Cao Dai and Hoa Hao religious sects." Because it took less than thirty
months after American intervention for the complete collapse of the
Greek left, it has been an object of great study by the analysts and
theoreticians of the American national security state.
The Employment of Airpower in the Greek Guerrilla War, 1947
1949 was authored by Lieutenant Colonels M. A. Campbell, E. W.
Downs, and L. V. Schuetta, at the Air University of Maxwell Air Force
Base in Alabama. Published in December 1964, it was part of a series
of studies on the use of airpower against guerrillas in Greece, Korea,
Malaya, and in World War II. The study came in handy soon after it
was written: in early 1965, the United States began its massive and
unrestricted bombing of South Vietnam.
The study notes in an offhand comment that: "The first successful

-
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test of a napalm tank on a Spitfire occurred in mid-September 1948.
Some RHAF [Royal Hellenic Air Force] pilots objected to carrying
this type of ordnance, and many Greeks opposed the use of it at first"
(Campbell, p. 50). It should come as no surprise that one might hesitate
to burn one's countrymen and women. The use, manufacture, and
dropping of napalm was an American, not a Greek idea. It is additional
proof that American intervention encourages, not restricts, internecine
brutality. American Air Force documents note that, according to prisoner
interirogations, napalm "proved especially effective and terrifying"
(Campbell, p. 52). We are finally clued in to the scale of weaponry
used to crush the guerrillas: "The Grammos offensive, including ground
and air attack, continued until 30 August. In 826 sorties, the RHAF
dropped 288 tons of bombs, expended 1,935 rockets and made 14
napalm strikes. The Grammos operation ended the last major guerrilla
resistance in Greece" (p. 54).
Every American president from Truman to Johnson referred to the
model of American intervention in Greece. Kennedy liked to compare the struggle in Vietnam "to the long struggle against Communist
guerrillas in Greece" (p. 308); while President Johnson said that Truman
pledged support for his Vietnam policy because "he had faced the same
problems of aggression—in Greece, Turkey and Korea" (p. 309). Indeed, Truman's March 12, 1947, address to Congress requesting aid
to Greece and Turkey was the first articulation of the "domino theory."
He said that if Greece fell, so might Turkey, and "confusion and
disorder might well spread throughout the entire Middle East." Not
only were there historic links in the minds of American planners, but
emulation of the counterinsurgency technique modeled on the "Greek
experience" was explicit. In 1954, General Collins, then U.S. representative on the military committee of NATO, said in Saigon: "This
American mission will soon take charge of instructing the Vietnam
Army in accordance with special American methods which have proved
effective in Korea, Greece, and Turkey and other parts of the
world." 2
The American "Model"

The year 1949 marks two important Cold War events: the collapse
of the Greek communist forces, and the success of Mao's guerrillas
in China. It also spawned two myths surrounding guerrilla war: the
first myth was the model for counterinsurgency, while the second one
was the model for revolution. The United States embarked on the 1950s
believing it had found a method for suppressing guerrilla forces throughout the world. The counterinsurgency methods developed in Greece
would quickly find use elsewhere, culminating in the American inter2Ibid. p. 97.
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vention in Vietnam. But neither the United States nor the Greek
monarchy "won" the civil war; the Greek partisans lost it. They lost
it not only because they were outgunned but because of their political
isolation in Greece and their inability to generate international support.
Radical, communist, and nationalist forces would look not to
Greece, but to Mao and China as a model of democratic revolution.
Revolutionaries everywhere would attempt to replicate Maoism as consciously as the Pentagon planners would attempt to reproduce every
aspect of the defeat of the Greek guerrillas. Both forces followed a
false consciousness: the National Liberation Front taught America that
"victory at any price" could be very, very expensive if it was a victory
at all. And yet the Americans taught the N.L.F. that napalm might
not literally kill every guerrilla, but it could destroy their ability to
maintain an independent and democratic formation.
A significant difference between Greece and Vietnam were the
forces of opposition in the United States. The American people's war
weariness and their desire for peace would have facilitated any campaign
for a negotiated settlement in Greece and a limit to U.S. intervention
there. For example, a February 1947 State Department study found
that more than 70 percent of Americans polled opposed a "get tough
with Russia" policy (p. 341). And yet that movement never crystallized. The American left was not mobilized for two reasons. First,
after 1946 the Greek Civil War was fought between two sides only:
the communists on one side, and the Greek right on the other. It was
difficult for non-Communist American liberals and leftists to support
either side. The EAM coalition, which had included liberals, socialists,
and social-democrats, was gone, and the KKE's potential base of international support was thus limited to the world communist movement.
Second, Moscow no doubt never gave "the word" for the international
communist parties to act on behalf of the Greek left during the civil
war, although their large degree of support in the United States and
elsewhere could have limited American actions. American Cold War
leaders always clearly understood that intervention abroad remained
viable only if opposition at home was minimal. This is the rational
kernel in the mythical shell that surrounds the American anticommunist witch hunts of the late 1940s and 1950s. It is not that all
domestic opposition is the result of a communist conspiracy, but that
any opposition to U.S. intervention abroad, whether socialist, communist, or nationalist, is greatly strengthened by opposition at home.
Opposition at home and opposition abroad came to be viewed as
one and the same. "When U.S. citizens wrote letters protesting death
sentences in Greece, Griswold [head of the American mission) forwarded their names, addresses, and background details to the FBI
'for the completion of its files,' " Wittner tells us (p. 150). This fact
leads credence to the argument that McCarthyism did not arise because of a perceived threat by a foreign communist power, but because
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of a threat to the new era of worldwide intervention. The "Pentagon
Papers" has additional examples of how domestic opinion limited
America's military intervention in Vietnam. When Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara drafted a memorandum for the President dated
May 19, 1967, presenting his radical argument against widening the
war, he wrote that: "[A)n important but hard-to-measure cost [of expanding the air war) is domestic and world opinion: There may be a
limit beyond which many Americans and much of the world will not
permit the United States to go."' Ironically, the greatest advantage the
Vietnamese had in terms of generating American support was the devastation of the American Communist Party during the 1950s. The main
opponents to American involvement in Vietnam were non-Communist,
and not directed from either Moscow or Peking.

Conclusion

The Greek "model," a dream in which American security planners
had peacefully slept for two decades, turned into a nightmare when
faced, as in Vietnam, with a lucid revolutionary movement. Noam
Chomsky quotes a Pentagon analyst: " 'I think we're up against an enemy
who just may have found a dangerously clever strategy for licking the
United States,' the director of Systems Analysis warns. 'Unless we
recognize and counter it now, that strategy may become all too popular
in the future.' " Chomsky concludes that this "dangerously
clever" strategy "was to wage a war of national liberation based on
the aspirations of the Vietnamese for independence and social justice."'
But even the apparent success of the NLF—based on the Chinese
model and maintaining broad support over many years—was not enough
to resist massive American intervention. To defeat American intervention
required massive aid by North Vietnam, which eclipsed the more moderate
and neutralist aspirations of the NLF.
The resulting history has a distressing ring, reminiscent of many
other communist movements: "One third of the Central Committee was
purged during the Fourth Congress in 1976. Soon after, the 1.5 million
Party members of 1976 were reduced to 700,000. By 1980 new members were recruited to bring the membership to about 1.7 million. Under
the pretext of eliminating pro-Chinese and corrupt elements, some 300,000
members were purged during the Fifth Party Congress in 1982. Also
purged were thirty-three members of the Central Committee and six
members of the Politburo, including General Vo Nguyen Giap, who
3 Neil Sheehan et al., The Pentagon Papers as Published by the NewYork
Times (New York: 1971), p. 592.
Noam Chomsky, For Reasons of State (New York: 1973), p. 139. Bibliography.
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defeated the French at Dien Bien Phu." 5 We are still left with an
ambiguous legacy. Guerrilla war has not been a method for the transition to a democratic, socialist society. In China, Vietnam, Cuba,
Cambodia, and Nicaragua, the victory of guerrilla war has meant the
replacement of one set of elites, or class, with another. It has not led
to the broad democratization of these societies. This does not condone
the slaughter of rebels in Greece, Vietnam, or El Salvador, but neither
should it blind us to what the rebels may bring. In the end, no movement has broken through the domination of both the United States
and the Soviet Union to a new form of society.

"The Myth of a Liberation," Truong Nhu Tang, New York Review of
Books, October 21, 1972, p. 35.

Book Reviews
The Greek Communist Party, 19401944 by JOHN C. LOULIS. Lon-

don: Croom Helm, 1982. 224 pp.
The sole reason for reviewing
this book is that it represents a
certain point of view and procedure
which should be given no quarter
wherever they may appear. For the
rest, it is a rather uninteresting
book, containing nothing new for
the specialist and being far too academic in style for use by the general reader. Let me state at the outset that in attacking the procedure
and the point of view expounded
by Mr. Loulis, I do not mean to
defend everything the Communist
Party of Greece did during the
period in question; much less what
it did afterwards. I find their activity during the German occupation
of Greece positive on the whole
and even admirable, but what I
would stress here is that their action
must first be assessed objectively
before it is evaluated. The policies
of the Communist Party of Greece
have been subjected to systematic
misrepresentation over the last thirty
years. The historians—at least those
belonging to the same school as
Mr. Loulis—and the public who go
along with this distortion seriously
risk losing touch with reality altogether unless they are jolted back
to their senses.
Characteristic of the way Mr.
Loulis writes about the past under

the spell of the biases and misconceptions of the present is the error
on p. 128 of his book. Commenting
on the lack of communication between EAM and its delegation during the Lebanon Conference, he
writes: It seems though that the
KKE failed to take under consideration that the PEEA delegation,
finding itself away from Greece
and in a vulnerable political position, might weaken to the extent
of signing an agreement which did
not comply with the instructions
received from Athens" (italics added). Athens, of course, was at the
time under German occupation,
while the seat of PEEA and the
communist leadership was in the
mountains of Roumeli. But since
instructions to official Greek envoys
at international conferences emanate nowadays from the capital of
Greece, this must perforce have
been the case under all circumstances.
More generally, Mr. Loulis's dilemma can be expressed in the
following terms: communism is, by
definition, a bad thing. Indeed, to
paraphrase President Reagan, it is
the source of evil in the modern
world. (Mr. Loulis does not anywhere make such an explicit statement; I am simply dramatizing his
anticommunist thesis here.) How
could such an evil thing have appealed to the Greek people during
the years of the German occupation
81
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to the extent that they accepted, in
large numbers, the Communist
Party leadership in the anti-Nazi
struggle, which made the communists, virtually, the government of
Greece at that time? There must
surely be something very wrong
here, something pathological which
needs to be diagnosed. The diagnosis proceeds essentially as follows: the communists simply fooled
and deceived the Greek people.
Their anti-Nazi stand was a mere
stratagem, a cover-up for their real
aim, the seizure of power. It follows that two things need to be
documented here: a) the insincerity
of the communists; and b) their
procedure for seizing power.
To document the first point, Mr.
Loulis quotes extensively from the
documentary sources of the Communist Party of Greece itself. Here,
he argues that the communists
were not really patriotic, that they
hid their lack of patriotism (or
perhaps nationalism) from the public by concealing certain crucial letters written by Zachariadis—the
party's general secretary—and that
they systematically camouflaged the
party's control of EAM.
The story of the Zachariadis letters is briefly the following: at the
start of the Italian attack on Greece
in 1940, the communist party secretary addressed a letter to the
Greek people from prison, calling
all communists to give unreserved
support to the dictatorial government of Metaxas in its conduct of
the war. The letter was published
in the official press. As a gesture
by an imprisoned political leader
who remained in prison even after
writing it, it is undoubtedly an act
of unusual statesmanship, generos-

ity, and patriotism. later on, however, Zachariadis had second
thoughts. Having learned of the
existence of the German-Soviet
pact, he tried to wriggle his way
out of the implicit anti-Soviet deviation of his first letter by writing
two further letters, none of which
were published in the official press,
in which he described the war
within Albania as a war of imperialist aggression that ought to
be stopped with the help of the
good offices of the Soviet government.
According to Mr. Loulis, during
the occupation, the communists
capitalized heavily on the patriotism
of the first letter while concealing
the existence of the second and
third letters. He refers explicitly
to an article to that effect in the
Communist Party's theoretical journal, Kommounistiki Epitheorisi,
and concludes rather ruefully: "This
meant that the vast majority of the
Greek population were destined to
discover the existence of the second and third letters only after the
liberation" (p. 9). But if this
were so, the Greek people cannot
have been reading the Kommounistiki Epitheorisi during the German
occupation. Had they been doing
so, they would have learned all
about Zachariadis's third letter,
with its contents about the cessation of hostilities in Albania, fraternization between Greek and
Italian soldiers, and Soviet intercession for a separate peace, from June
1942 because it was then that the
Kommounistiki Epitheorisi published the text in full!
Similar remarks apply regarding
Mr. Loulis's use of other articles
in Kommounistiki Epitheorisi,
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which allegedly stress the patriotic
character of EAM while concealing
its political ambitions. In p. 41,
he comments: "Finally, the frequent comparisons between EAM's
struggle and Greece's war of independence against the Turks again
show how keen the communists
were to present EAM as a nationalliberation rather than a political
movement." This remark betrays
total ignorance of the communist
party's analysis of Greek history.
For the Greek communists, 1821
had the double character of a national and a social revolution. Any
reference to 1821 by them was
consequently intended to project the
double character of EAM rather
than to conceal the sociopolitical
aspect of its actions. Moreover, this
double character was stated explicitly in the artide that Mr. Loulis quotes. In Kommounistiki Epitheorisi of March 1943, in "Synechia ke oloklirosi tou '21," we
read: "Nowadays, just as then, the
aim is double . . . the Greek people
struggle to conquer their freedom
at home permanently, as well as
to end dependence from foreign or
indigenous capitalism, to become
the sole sovereign and master of
their own house." Again, less selectiveness on the part of Mr. Loulis
would have been a positive gain
for historical truth.
Finally, Mr. Loulis claims (p.
43) that while the KKE used concealment tactics in the form of not
revealing its presence in EAM, it
had to insist eventually that EAM
was not a communist-controled organization. He then quotes from
Kommounistiki Epitheorisi (1943)
to the effect that ". . . EAM-ELAS
are not communist but national
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liberation organizations, composed
of individuals of every ideologicalpolitical view." But he should have
read on to the sentence which continues with the rhetorical question,
"if the communists play an outstanding role (in these organizations)
this simply rebounds to their honor"
("Oi Ellines axiomatiki ke to ethniko-apeleftherotiko metopo," Kommounistiki Epitheorisi. August
1943). To any unbiased reader,
the above can only mean that the
communists were those who ran
EAM and that they were publidy
boasting of that fact. The idea that
people during the German occupation were ignorant of the fact
that EAM was communist-led and
supported it in ignorance of this
fact is pure fiction. There was no
concealment of the kind Mr. Loulis
alleges, except for the concealment
of the true contents of the unabridged articles of Kommounistiki
Epitheorisi by the author who quotes
them.
The communists did actually
insist that EAM was a non-communist organization. They refused
to identify it with the Communist
Party, not because they were
ashamed of it or because they feared
loss of influence, but because they
considered their party a highly
selective elite formation with a program going far beyond the stated
aims of EAM. I believe that in
this the communists were undemocratic, arrogant, and misguided. A
more open policy on their part
toward EAM could have had salu
tary effects on the Communist
Party itself, to the point even of
rescuing it from its eventual disaster. This, however, has nothing to
do with the purely fictitious idea
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that the wartime Greek communists
were either embarrassed about their
beliefs or feared loss of influence
with EAM supporters if they had
"revealed" their presence (which
they did not and could not hide)
in the EAM leadership.
For someone free of the misconceptions of the present, it ought to
be obvious that, in 1940-1944,
Krushchev's secret report about
Stalin's terror had not been made;
that Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Afghanistan, or Cambodia had
not yet taken place; and, consequently, that a communist was justified in holding to his beliefs confidently, much more so than today.
The public could also look toward
the communist experiment much
more sympathetically during that
period. I appreciate that such a degree of impartiality is not to be
expected from an author who falls
so much under the spell of the
present as to slip into the implication that Athens was the wartime
seat of PEEA. But, after Vietnam,
Yugoslavia, and indeed China, it
ought to have dawned on him that
national communism has a powerful attraction both for being national and being communism. EAM
was a similar sort of movement,
mainly patriotic but also communistoriented. Conditions in Greece were
such that people were attracted by
both these aspects.
The really interesting question is
why conditions had come to this-i.e., why had the authority of the
Greek bourgeoisie in the political,
social, and ideological spheres collapsed totally on the eve of the
Second World War, leaving a yawning gap of power in which the
Communist Party installed itself.

To reply to this question, one
would need the kind of sociological
dass analysis which the author of
this book would not contemplate.
Instead, he proposes trivialities like
the claim that the former bourgeois
political parties were not equipped
to take the initiative in an illegal
mass movement which led to armed
resistance. Of course they were not.
They were at best parliamentary
election machines. But a bourgeois
society also contains non-party political and military organs, such as
the army or the secret services.
What were all these people doing?
Having had practical experience in
exercising violence, why did they
not take the lead in opposing the
Nazis, rather than leaving that to
the communists? The answer is
simple and well-known. A section
of them were fascists and collaborated. Another section had neither
confidence in themselves nor enough
belief in the Greek people, and
either stood aside or bandied together under the British. Hence the
political vacuum which the Communist Party filled.
This brings me to the second
main idea running through Mr.
Loulis's book: that the communists
organized the national liberation
struggle simply in order "to seize
power." The question is, to seize
power from whom? Who held
power in Greece during the German
occupation? The power centers in
Greece during the war were three:
the German and Italian occupation
forces, the British government
through its clandestine agents, and
the KKE-EAM organization. Should
not EAM (or the Communist
Party, from the moment it got involved in a national struggle) have

.
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tried to seize power from the occupation forces and defend that power
from the patently obvious interventionist schemes of Britain ? What
else was a national liberation movement expected to do?
Of course, both foreign powers,
in their contest for Greece, organized military contingents and used
puppet Greek governments—the
Germans used the line of collaborationist governments ending with
that of Ioannis Rallis, and the
British the line of governments-inexile ending with that of Giorgios
Papandreou. Mr. Loulis's strategy
consists in presenting the puppet
(the government-in-exile) for the
real thing, describing developments
as constituting a fight between the
Communist Party and the Greek
government-in-exile, and not as a
contest between the Communist
Party (at the head of a national
movement) and the British government. This perspective is bound to
shed a false light on events.
But if we must take one puppet
government so seriously, why not
the other as well? Mr. Loulis is
strangely silent about the conflict
between the Communist Party of
Greece and the collaborationist government of Ioannis Rallis. Indeed,
one is amazed that somebody could
have written a whole book about
that period without once mentioning (certainly not in the index and,
unless I am greatly mistaken, nowhere in the text either) the words
"Security Battalions," otherwise
known as "Rallides," named after
the collaborationist premier. But
then, how could one drag the name
of such an important political family of the right through the mud
once again. Out damned spot, out
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I say! Better to forget that there
ever was such a thing as the Security
Battalions. Better to forget that
important politicians and other personalities of the right, who organized the Battalions, became what in
plain English (and in even plainer
Greek) can be called traitors. Better to let "concealment tactics"
cover that up as well.
And so, Mr. Loulis's narrative
unfolds its story. Why did the
Greek communists suddenly become
popular: because of the ineptness
of German propaganda against
them. "The employment of concealment tactics was successful due to
the fact that the main sources of
information (radio, newspapers)
were controlled by the unpopular
Germans and were therefore distrusted by the Greek population at
large" (Loulis, p. 12). What a
pity that the hacks of Goebbels had
no credibility in the eyes of the
Greeks! One admires the academic
restraint of Mr. Loulis. The butchers of the Gestapo and the SS were
not "hated," "despised," "abhored,"
or "detested," they were just unpopular—like seatbelt legislation is,
say, unpopular.
On the other hand, the Greek
Communist Party could benefit
from the propaganda of the gullible Anglo-Americans. "The fact
that the Russians had joined the
war and that the communists were
portrayed by the Anglo-Americans
as allies fighting the common enemy
also facilitated the application of
such (concealment) tactics . . ."
(Loulis, p. 13). Were "portrayed"
as allies fighting the common
enemy? Did they in fact not fight
it? Was there no such event as the
battle of Stalingrad? Was there no
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siege of Leningrad? Was there no
counterattack at Moscow? Would
Mr. Loulis take concealment to the
point of self-deception? Would he
rewrite history? (I am sure he condemns with revulsion such Stalinist
methods.)
After all this, it is no longer
surprising to find him writing, on
p. 56 of his book, "of course .. .
it was by means of its guerrilla
army that the KKE was able to
establish its physical power in most
areas of 'liberated Greece.' " He
actually writes "liberated Greece,"
using quotation marks. Why not?
Has he not also forgotten about the
Security Battalions? At least, before adding insult to injury inflicted
by him on historical truth, he ought
to have consulted Woodhouse's
Apple of Discord. There he would
have been able to catch a glimpse
of the grudging admiration conceded to the great achievements in
liberated guerrilla territory by a
lifelong anticommunist such as
Woodhouse is—a territory which
Mr. Loulis has the true cheek to
describe using quotation marks. But
at least the English author mentioned is not merely an anticommunist but also a man of seriousness
and honesty. He has not chosen to
become a spokesman for the Athens
lumpenbourgeoisie.
I suppose Mr. Loulis could
counter everything said here against
his book by the simple expedient
of pointing to the countries of

"actually existing socialism" and
saying: "This is what EAM would
have led to. Do you like this ?" I
would reply to this in two ways:
a) the fact that a movement might
have deteriorated provides no license
to the historian to distort its successful stage; b) the EAM fighters,
including, I believe, most of their
communist leaders, would have
genuinely rejected (in those days)
the suggestion that they were fighting for such an "existing" socialism, complete with its psychiatric
asylums and its Gulags. These people fought for national, social, and
political liberation. Although I also
happen to believe that they would
have landed up in a similar "existing socialism," this would have
happened in spite of their best intentions. Were they then misguided? I do not think so. History may
be a process but it is not a smooth
one; what follows in time is not
necessarily the natural sequel to
what went before. "Actually existing socialism" in Greece, even if
it had materialized, would not have
been the sequel, but, to a large
extent, the negation of EAM. The
true successor to a movement like
EAM has not yet seen the light of
day. That is why EAM stands isolated in modem Greek history, like
a bright pointer to a future to
which people can still aspire. For
a'that and a'that, come it will some
day.
—George Catephores

***
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ELAS: Greek Resistance Army by

STEFANOS SARAFIS. Translated
by Sylvia Moody, introduced by
Marion Sarafis, London, Merlin
Press, 1980. 556 pp., maps,
photographs.
British Reports on Greece 1943-44
by J.M. STEVENS, C.M. WOODHOUSE & D.J. WALLACE; edited
by Lars Baerentzen, Museum
Tusculanum Press, Copenhagen
1982. 214 pp. maps.
There are two new valuable additions to the growing bibliography
of wartime Greek resistance history. The first is General Sarafis's
account of the Greek Popular Liberation Army, ELAS, of which he
was the military commander, being
a member of the three-man leadership. The book was published in
Greek in 1946 and reprinted later;
an abridged version appeared in
English in 1951. This is the complete English edition, which benefits from a very good translation,
and informative maps. 'Where this
edition becomes even more valuable
than the Greek original in fact is
in the substantial biographical introduction written by the author's
wife, Marion, whose initiative we
must thank for the appearance of
this edition. In her introduction,
Marion Sarafis addresses the political issues surrounding the life, as
well as the death, of General Sarafis in a direct but also gracefully
balanced style. Her footnotes make
the general's often detailed accounts
all the more readable.
Stefanos Sarafis wrote this book
on the island of Serifos, where he
was deported, in 1947. His account
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compares favorably with so many
other memoirs written by protagonists and participants of the resistance. He adopts a sober and calm
matter-of-fact attitude which many
of his comrades have found difficult
to emulate even after thirty years.
This manner of writing clearly contributed to the book's factual accuracy, which has been borne out by
subsequent historical research. The
English edition makes a useful intervention in the continuing debate
over British policy toward the
Greek resistance. The general's testimony is a reminder of British
hostility toward and discrimination
against ELAS, a page of resistance
history that some have wanted to
rewrite. The introduction meanwhile deals with what has been put
forward as a justification for Britain's unevenhanded policy, namely
the question of ELAS's "terrorism."Acts of violence, Marion Sarafis
points out, should be seen in their
historical context. State terrorism
before the war, particularly during
the Metaxas regime, bred the violence of later years. According to
several accounts, Sarafis's membership in ELAS should be attributed
to threats on his life by ELASist
"terrorists." These accounts have
to be reconsidered in the light of
Sarafis's own explanation, which is
now available in English. The in=
troduction contains adequate information about the general's political
development, showing that his
membership in ELAS and the Communist Party were a rational choice
dictated by the prevailing political
circumstances and Sarafis's own
ideological inclination.
An alternative to Sarafis's point
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of view is presented to us with the
publication of wartime reports on
Greece sent by British liaison officers operating with the Greek resistance groups. The reports are by
three British officers and were collated by Lars Baerentzen, who provides us with biographical notes on
the authors and with copious explanatory footnotes, as well as relevant maps. This book is apparently
the first volume in a series of documents on modern Greek history,
and the thoroughness of Baerentzen's work bodes well for future
editions.
The first report is on conditions
in free central Greece during the
summer of 1943 written by J.M.
Stevens. In 162 numbered paragraphs, he gives a general picture
of the situation, dealing with the
growth and policies of the resistance movement, conditions of life
in free and occupied Greece, relations with neighboring countries,
and, finally, his views on the effectiveness of British policy. This report was written after LieutenantColonel Stevens had safely reached
Turkey, and the relative leisure in
which it was drawn up is reflected
in the text. It is lucid, analytical,
and embraces several important subjects.
Colonel Woodhouse's three reports which follow are quite different in style, and reveal the circumstances in which the reports were
drafted and the author's keen and
practical perception of the events
he was witnessing. Woodhouse is
direct, "to the point," and his telegraphic style cannot afford the luxury of humorous asides or ironic
depreciation of the Greeks, which
both Stevens and Wallace employ.

This can also be taken as an indication of Woodhouse's more serious
approach to Greek affairs, which
gave him an advantage over his
colleagues. This does not belittle
the value of Stevens's more readable, informative report, or that
of the two similar reports by Major
Wallace on the territory held by the
EDES group under Zervas, a subject not yet systematically examined.
The editor of this volume chose
to limit his function to the best
possible presentation of these reports, prefering to remain in the
background and allow the texts to
speak for themselves. Baerentzen is
of course aware that this "valuable
raw material" is important because
of the information it contains and
because it reflects the views of the
British officers (p. viii). In order
to supply the reader with an alternative view, he has relied on Sarafis's book in the footnotes to the
reports.
These perfectly legitimate tactics present us with at least three
problems. The first is that of the
historian's role in the publication of
a set of documents. In the light of
a large number of scholarly works
on wartime resistance in Greece,
relying on the rich British documentary evidence available, one is
entitled to ask whether further presentations of such material ought
not to be made more critically. Allowing the documents to speak for
themselves implies that we can
distinguish the facts from the author's point of view and proceed
with an analysis concentrating on
the "information" and putting aside
the "bias," which brings us to the
second problem. Is not the information tied up with the viewpoint
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of the author, to such an extent that
it may be dangerous sometimes to
distinguish between the two? The
third problem comes out of the
solution to these two difficulties
that Baerentzen seems to suggest,
namely a comparison with Sarafis's
ELAS. In centrally controversial
matters, such as British aid to ELAS
and EDES, ELAS's engagement
against German forces, the nature
of popular administration in Free
Greece, the role of Zervas, and so
forth, the differences seem unbridgeable. Are we to look for a "middle
position" as elusive "objectivity"
which is probably nonexistent?
There is an area, however, in
which it would be profitable to
compare, indeed to combine Sarafis
with the British reports. On certain
questions which were not subject
to controversy between ELAS and
the British there is a common approach. To mention only two here,
one is the troubled relationship of
ELAS with the Yugoslays and the
Albanians (Sarafis, p. 150; British
Reports, p. 38) while the other is
more or less implicit in both books
and concerns the difference between
mountain and valley, village and
town, free and occupied Greece.
The characteristics of mountain
villages as opposed to those on the
plains in earlier historical periods
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have been examined in seminal
studies by the Greek historians
Eleni Antoniadis and Kostis Moskoff. Now, there is the exciting
prospect of following up their work
with reference to the 1940s, elaborating on the information Sarafis
provides us about "the battle of
the Harvest" and the seasonal migration of villagers he met traveling in the mountains. The British
reports are also an important source
—one of the most interesting of
Wallace's observations was that
two neighboring villages were proELAS and pro-EDES respectively
because one did business with
Thessaly, the other with Yannina
(p. 157).
Historians will be Iate arrivals
on the scene. The importance of
the differences between town and
country was noticed as early as the
summer of 1943 by Stevens, who
concluded his report by recommending that
. . . the towns, and Athens in
particular, must be controlled—
otherwise the work of the British
Mission in the mountains in attempting to prepare Greece for a
stable regime which H.M.G. are
hoping to see established will be
stultified. (p. 46)
—Alexandros Kitroeff
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Folk Poetry of Modern Greece by
RODERICK BEATON. Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press,
1980. 202 pp. £12.50.

Assuredly required reading for
the student or devotee of Greek
'folk poetry, Dr. Beaton's book
stands, one feels, in the eminent
company of Margaret Alexiou's
The Ritual Lament in Greek Tradition (1974). It not only offers a

cogent introduction to the history
of the demotik6 tragotidi (covering the development of "historical
songs," ritual-functional songs,
mantimides, rebetika, etc.),
but also surveys the songs synchronically, freezing them as it were, and
thus making it easier to understand
the rules which govern them. Beaton's single contribution—and part
of our delight in reading the book
—lies in this resort to a synchronic
framework in examining Greek
folk song. This is a valid methodological approach, since, after all,
the folk singer himself views his
tradition as synchronic; when he
comes to make a selection of actual
and potential elements for his song
(a process the author explains in
Chapter 4), he is rearranging the
whole of his tradition much more
dynamically than a literary artist,
who is conscious of the larger tradition and can in fact chart it diachronically. The folk poet has no
series of literary monuments to
guide him. He composes "a-historically" against the background of
an ever-changing system of linguistic stylization. In keeping with
composition as an essentially synchronic process, Beaton's study

never becomes a quest for archetypes—or Quellengeschichte—but instead pays ample attention to the
structure, style, and function of the
songs.
The language of the songs itself
suggests a synchronic linguistic
model, showing wide dialectical
variance and few signs of deliberate archaism, as opposed to the
Homeric epics, which betray a
greater degree of "streamlining" of
dialects and an abundance of archaic
forms. At the same time, the songs,
as part of oral tradition, will often
serve a synchronic psychological
function. Apropos of the distortion
of historical facts in the klephtic
ballads in songs about the fall of
cities, Beaton asserts (p. 92) : "For
our purposes, it is the 'distortions
which will be of greater importance than the facts 'distorted,' since
it may be hoped that they will lead
us to identify something of the
'psychological function' and 'aesthetic qualities' to which they are
due."
One type of "historical song,"
the song of the klephts, prompts
two novel (to modern Greek ears,
that is) observations from Beaton.
First, the klephts, as the armed
Greek insurgents outlawed by the
Turks were called, were not as marginal or self-sufficient as they portrayed themselves in song. In reality,
they depended on their local community for survival, and their songs
were deemed common property of
this restricted, intimate setting.
Second, their rebelliousness, hardly
political or nationalistic, sprang
from a self-regarding insistence on
absolute freedom that Beaton sees
as little different from "narcissism."
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Individualism has been imputed to Bovy's and Saunier's analysis of
the modern Greek psyche at least Greek song, the author argues that
from Byron's day. But narcissism? preoccupation with the linear deThis is sound though shocking news scent of a song version is bound to
for Greeks today. (What about the result in the perspective of historandartes, the Second World War ical linguistics: there should be an
partisans, many of whom struck Ur-version originating from a disthe same familiar poses as the tinct geographical area; and this
klephts and even integrated themes must end up in an infinite regress,
and formulas from klephtic ballads with no attention being paid to the
into their songs? Perhaps Beaton's song's style, structure, function, and
diagnosis of narcissism also applies integration in the surrounding culhere.)
ture. The question we should ask,
Discussing the ability of demotic says Beaton, is not "Which is the
song to sustain various local func- original version?" but "What is the
tions, Beaton wonders whether meaning of the myth expressed in
there is also "a deeper, more gen- the song?" Beaton now resorts to
eralised function which underlies his own acute reading of Sperber
many songs of different types, al- and Levi-Strauss to argue that
lowing them to be adopted, rather song/myth is indeed a structure
than adapted, for a specific pur- with meaning. Against the hardpose." Perhaps the answer is that, nosed structuralist view of myth
as he notes in Chapter 7, a song as a specimen of signs merely pointis really a myth. Qua myth, a song ing to other signs, merging the obwill in many ways be a tale of jective with the subjective in some
structure founded on basic biolog- esoteric "esprit," he daims that
ical or cultural programs of actions, such methodological caution can
to paraphrase Walter Burkert's never lead to decipherment.
working definition of a myth. PosThis last becomes practicable besibly the generalized function un- cause, as Sperber would concur,
derlying song is the audience's ex- every version of a myth is really
perience of action sequences in idle the tradition's unconscious attempt
motion; a process which, Burkert at its interpretation. A myth, then,
remarks, is akin to dreaming and behaves like meaningful speech; it
which discharges depression and is part of a larger quasi-semiological
anxiety. Aristotle, author of the system. It is composed of variables
theory of catharsis via tragedy, or units (Beaton calls them "symwould, I think, view the general bols") which "are employed with
function of demotic song in similar the same consistency as real signs,
terms.
thus acquiring specific associations
Chapter 7 reflects Levi-Strauss's which become their `meanings'
theory of the transformation of for the people of that culture." An
myth, as well as Parry-Lord's em- image (black clothes), a theme
pirical finding that every oral vari- (e.g., the bridge of hair), an adant is "original." Debunking the jective (e.g., mikro-Konstantinos),
"historical-geographical" school's generally a motifeme (e.g., shearassumptions as exemplified in Baud- ing a woman's hair) functions as
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a word; the particular myth is a
sentence, and the culture's mythology is an individual language. A
language presupposes rules of how
to use its variables, a gramma r.
Beaton proposes that demotic song
also has its own "narrative grammar" and shows this with several
examples. This is fascinating reading for those interested in the codes

of Greek song, although one may
experience the impatient feeling
that much more has to be done in
the theoretical direction the author
has pointed to so intelligently.
Whether as a valuable source-book
on themes and categories of demotic song or as a case study of oral
tradition in Greece, this book deserves to be read.
—John V oulgari-Petropoulos

**
Lord Elgin's Lady by THEODORE

Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1982. 352 pp., $13.95.

VRETTOS.

Over the years, Melina Mercouri
has espoused many causes, but none
so romantic as her demand that the
Elgin Marbles be returned to
Greece. Theodore Vrettos's Lord
Elgin's Lady recreates vividly the
life of the most reprehensible rapist
of the Parthenon—Thomas Bruce,
Lord Elgin of Scotland. This historical novel is an offshoot of Vrettos's A Shadow of Magnitude, a
non-fiction book on the same subject
(Putnam, 1947). Although the
original work contains many more
details, the fictionalized version
reads smoothly and deserves a wide
readership.
Essentially the story of the dissolution of the romantic but illfated marriage of Lord Elgin and
Lady Mary, this novel also presents
a graphic account of Elgin's compulsive removal of ancient Greek
treasures with the consent of the
corrupt Turkish officials whom he
bribed. It is also a chronicle of the
rivalry between the earl and Napoleon Bonaparte, as their minions

raced to acquire the esthetic and
religious treasures of Greece for
their respective countries.
In Arabic, the word for devil or
evil genius is very similar to the
name "Elgin," and when the Turks
learned that King George of England was sending them a Lord
"Devil" as ambassador to the Sultan's court, they reacted with superstitious fear. But by means of lavish
gifts (that would ultimately bankrupt him), Elgin started his career
of vandalism almost immediately
on arriving in Turkey. His first act
was to have removed from outside
a battered little Orthodox church
in Yenishehr two marble seats that
were reputed to have curative powers.
These were the same miraculous
benches that Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu, the eighteenth-century
writer and wife of a former British
ambassador to Turkey, had tried to
steal. Her unsuccessful efforts had
shocked the Greeks of Yenishehr
and later, perhaps for her hubris,
she had contracted a hideous skin
disease that drove her to the brink
of madness and ultimately to her
death.
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Now, while Elgin's agents were
politely raiding the libraries of
Mount Athos and the monastery
of St. Saba in Jerusalem, he himself
began to reveal the first signs of a
disease of venereal origin. In one
of her letters home to Scotland,
Lady Mary Elgin attributed the disease to some ancient Greek spell
or vengeance. Eventually, it would
erode her husband's nose entirely
and turn his face into a grotesque
mask.
In 1801, two years after their
arrival in Constantinople, the Elgins sailed for Athens. There, he
checked on the progress of his employees, who were dismantling the
Acropolis, which had remained
more or less intact during its first
millenium (Even in Plutarch's day,
more than three thousand sculptures still remained on the site.)
Under Ottoman rule, the Parthenon, which had previously been
converted into a church, became a
mosque. The Propylea became a
storehouse for gunpowder. Struck
by lightning, the gunpowder had
exploded. Finally, the cannonballs
of the Venetians accelerated the process of destruction, and the news
had brought eager Frenchmen and
Germans and even representatives
of the Vatican, all eager to buy
pieces of sculpture from the Turks.
Now, Elgin approached the most
powerful man in Athens, the
Voivode, who was the chief officer
of the Sultan's Black Eunuchs.
From him, the earl obtained a
firman, or permit, allowing him to
remove and "preserve" the marble
metopes and statues of the Parthenon. Ioannes Venizelos, master of
the Venetian School of Athens, denounced Elgin for "having spat
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upon our people" and for having
defiled Athens. He predicted that
one day the Greeks would reach
the cold shores of England and redeem the marbles.
Elgin's behavior was not criticized by the Greeks alone. A contemporary cartoon in the Times of
London depicted a group of starving people surrounding a gentleman who was pointing to an array
of defaced marble figures. The
caption read "The Elgin Marbles:
or John Bull collecting stones at
the time his numerous family want
bread !" Lord Byron attacked Elgin
in "Childe Harold's Pilgrimage."
And in "The Curse of Minerva,"
a satire of Elgin, the goddess
Athena anathematizes him with
these words:
First on the head of him who
did this deed
My curse shall light—on him and
all his seed!
Without one spark of intellectual
fire,
Be all the sons as senseless as
the sire!
Elgin had acquired still another
enemy—France, which was once
again at war with England. The
French resented his having taken
the best sculptures, treasures that
they had hoped to add to the collection of statues, vases, metopes,
and jewelry already acquired and
destined for the Louvre. On their
way back to England, the Elgins
were arrested and imprisoned by
the French. Released some time
before her husband, Mary returned
to England, where she became involved with the young man she
would eventually marry. On his
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release, Elgin returned home and
sued her for divorce on grounds of
adultery.
Here the novel ends. It includes
some sexual passages—almost obligatory if a novel is to sell—but its
main theme is the destruction of an
arrogant man by the Fates. The
Elgins seem to have been pursued
by the Furies. His expenditures on
the antiquities (for which his country only partially reimbursed him)
ruined him Their divorce brought
them permanent disgrace. One of
their children died suddenly and
their first-born son was an epileptic.
Lord Elgin was disfigured for life.
Accompanied by his second wife,

Elgin fled to Paris, where he died
in poverty. Lady Mary died in 1855,
still in disgrace.
Thomas Bruce has always had
both defenders and enemies. Some
still believe that he saved the marbles, and the pollution-ridden state
of Athens today would seem to
support this view. But for those
who would prefer to see the treasures of all nations back in their
original settings, Lord Byron's verdict has validity. The English hero
of the Greek War for Independence
wrote of the "robberies" of a
"paltry Scotch nobleman and his
despicable agents."
—Fotine Nicholas

Letters to the Editors
To the Editors:
The Oral History of the American Left was established in 1976.
Housed in the Taminent Library,
on the tenth floor of New York
University's Bobst Library, the project seeks to create an archive of
recorded reminiscences by participants in labor unions, political organizations of the left, and grassroots political and cultural activity.
At present the collection includes
approximately 100 interviews. We
are particularly interested in obtaining oral histories from those involved in the communist, socialist,
and anarchist movements. These interviews can be sealed for the life-

time of the interviewee or for a
specific number of years. We would
be most interested in hearing from
Americans of Greek descent who
wished to be interviewed or know
of someone we should contact.
Greek translators will be available
if needed. Address inquiries to:
Oral History of the American Left,
Taminent Library, Bobst Library,
New York University, 70 Washington Square South, NYC, 10012;
or call 212-598-3708 between the
hours of 10:00 a.m. and 5:45 a.m.
Ask for John Bloom.
Sincerely yours,

Dear Editors:
Dr. Alexiou writes the following
in her article "Eroticism and Poetry"
(Vol. X, Nos. 1 and 2) :

inventiveness, and declines so
long as this fears slackens'

"Cavafy's severest critic, Timos
Malanos, characterized his erotic
poems as 'monotonously chewing
over the confession of his perversion' gratuitously observing
that 'the anomalous person who
wants to confess all aspects of
his life will rarely escape the
ridiculous,' and concluding that
'Cavafy's poetry flourishes as
long as fear, brought on by society's censorship, strengthens his

DAN GEORGAIC.AS

(1957: 101-2,104).

That was published in 1957,
years after Cavafy's death.
More recent critics have come to
accept Cavafy's homosexuality
as a relevant aspect of his poetry;
yet although Malanos's distorted
viewpoint may no longer be
credited . . ."
24

Because I would not like to be
misunderstood, especially by persons who are supposed to express a
responsible opinion and who are able
to substantiate this with proof, I
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hasten to inform Dr. Alexiou that
the quotes from my text have not
been written 24 years after the
poet's death, namely 1957, but in
my first book on Cavafy which was
written between 1927. and 1932,

published by Govostis and appeared
in the summer of 1933, two months
after the poet's death (pp. 94-99).
I would also like to inform Dr.
Alexiou that I did not interpret
Cavafy's work in a Freudian way
but in a completely Cavafian way
(See Argo Publishers, 1978, pp.
118-126). Here is what I wrote in
connection with this in the NEA
newspaper on April 30th, 1983:
Most critics who have dealt with
Cavafy, and who have happened
on occasion to mention me in
their studies, place me among the
critics who have read his work
in a Freudian way. I do not think
that such a view is a correct one,
however much it flatters me.
Since the truth lies elsewhere, I
must point it out.
I have not read Cavafy in a
Freudian way but in a completely
Cavafian way. While studying his
work my intention was to reveal
not Cavafy's unconscious, but
what he was forced to hide in
writing consciously—very con-

sciously. The difference, I think,
is great.
When I asked him in 1916 to
give me a poem of his to publish
in the first issue of a journal
called "Propylea" which I produced in Alexandria, he gave
me the following one. I would
have of course preferred a different one, but how could I refuse
that which he himself had suggested?
This is the poem:
IlpoaTcedhrlas vdc tide tpuXiteK,
rovircA,
Sao stc ay dm Afya,, aka, no6
asotprsto0y-cact.
To aponcatto0 aou tick bpi/la-ca.
Beata, tottaasspumiya, crck
cppeccreK aou.
llooanciOrlaz Yet 'zci %par/1=K,
notntA,
a.c6 puccX6
8-coty Ste yErpotoct
601.)
'CA Y15X"CCG,

tLiG

Adcp.ch tog

iteav,spcoa
But what else does such a suggestion show than how consciously
he behaved as a poet, at least during that period? Why then use the
key of psychoanalysis, when the
door to his psyche was opened by
the poet himself?
'rims MALANOS
Lausanne, July 30, 1983

